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EASY City Bistrița2050
Bistrița, Romania
70,500 inhabitants
Context
Compared to cities in Western Europe, Bistrița consumes a relatively low amount of energy. On
the one hand, energy is wasted because building insulation is not sufficient. On the other hand,
convenience factors such as living space per inhabitant, temperature level, etc.,show moderate
standards. Similarly, energy expenditure, the number of public buildings, street lighting and
equipment with cultural and sport infrastructure are still low. Thus, the current energy consumption
of Bistrița is below 1,500 Watt per capita (excl. industry).
However, the city has a significant backlog regarding equipment, quality of housing and cultural,
sport and economic infrastructure. This includes safety standards, such as the density and
brightness of street lighting. Therefore, an increase in energy consumption is expected to happen
in the coming years.
Bistrițajoined the Covenant of Mayors1 and set itself the objective to reduce CO2 emissions by 20%
by 2020 (base 1998). This goal can be reached primarily by using and producing renewable
energies to meet the increasing energy demand of the city.
In Bistriţa,unexploited agricultural areas representa great potential for biomass production;so is the
case in the wood industry. In addition, solar and wind power plants can contribute to bridging the
expected gap in supplying.
A system of quality management will be established and all the measures in the local development
strategy 2010-2030 will be optimised. Indeed, some of the initial measures shall be cancelled as
they are no longer appropriate.
The energy policy is based on the principle of sustainability applied to economy, environment and
society. The municipality is aware that ‘rebuilding’ the city and society may cause conflicts. The
process of change and development will create short and medium term ‘winners’ and ‘losers’.
Decisions have to be made in a long-term perspective and have to be clearly and transparently
reasoned. Expected obstacles regard for instance the competitiveness of local economy, business
costs or short-term social consequences.

Vision
Bistrița is workingtowards the “Environmental Sportive Energy City 15MWh” (EASY City Bistrița).
This vision involvessupporting sustainable development, limiting the increase in energy
consumption to 15 MWh/inhab./year, promoting renewable energies (with a target of producing
50% of the energy need from local renewable sources)and energy efficiency, and promoting an
energy-saving label in Bistrița. With this strategy,Bistrița will improve its development andwill be
better equipped to face times of scarce and expensive energy.
There will be three periods in the implementation of the EASY City vision:
 Phase 1: 2014-2020
Reduction of carbon-based energy consumption, with a focus onheating and mobility. The essential
measures for urban development need to be accompanied by approaches to minimise the
additional energy demand. Bistrița will promote innovation and local energy production.
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Phase 2: 2020-2030
Stabilisation of development through completion of the measures of the urban development
programme 2030, monitoring of the measures implemented, extension of the local energy
production from renewable energy sources, promoting energy innovation.



Phase 3: 2030-2050
The EASY City Bistrița locally produces over 50% of the energy needed from renewable energy
sources.

www.eumayors.eu

Roadmap
The Roadmap,titled “The Annual Energy Book”,includes all the measures planned until 2050. They
are updated, debated, monitored and adjusted to changing conditions. The city’s target requires a
high level of engagement from all citizens and stakeholders.
The municipality hireda consultant to facilitate three Local Energy Forums involving stakeholders
and citizens.However it turned out thatit was hard for participants to be responsive to actions of
which the results would be seen in 36 years.
The Roadmap is a written document, with specific actions and responsibilities, focusing oneight
different fields that are of highest importance to the local community.
Bistrița’s priorities:
 Revising the zoning plan, the Traffic Study and the Urban Development Strategy 2010-2030
according to the objectives of the EASY City Concept;
 Limiting the increase in demand for energy-related goods and services in the next 6 years,
improving energy efficiency, encouraging the use ofrenewables and reducing primary energy
consumption;
 Significantly reducing energy consumption in public buildings. The use of renewables in city-owned
buildings should reach 100% in 2050.
1. Urban development
Bistrița aims to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and energy consumption with urban planning
measures, building code regulations and financial incentives,and by providing advice and
information.
The energy-efficient use of space (building density, use, distribution, mix of uses) isintegrated in
land use plans and is considered in planning projects.
2. Mobility
Bistrița will developa mobility strategy, set up an efficiency bonus and energy saving label and a
municipal parking regulation to reduce individual car use and promote soft mobility.
3. Energy Supply
A Heat Supply and Power Supply Concepts will be developed for 2050.
4. Public procurement
Besides the price criteria, special attention is paid at energy efficiency, energy source and ecology.
An appropriate procurement model and a procurement strategy will be developed.
5. Buildings and facilities
The city is showing example with its own buildings.Energy efficiency is improved in operatingcityowned buildings and facilities.
6. Infrastructure
The power supply, public lighting, the infrastructure for information and communication
technologies, water supply, waste services, urban drainage and road infrastructure are to be
optimised in terms of energy use, greenhouse gas emissions and consumption of resources.
7. Employees
Employees of the City Council contribute to the objectives of the low energy society and an
“Energy Communication Concept” wasdeveloped.
A group composed of representatives from the departments of energy and sustainability, mobility
and planning, stakeholders of the sustainable construction sector and experts in environmental
management processeswill steer the implementation of the roadmap.
8. Instruments
Some measures are already implemented by the Urban Development Strategy 2010-2030. The
administration is developing some new concepts like the Energy Communication Concept, the
Accounting Model for aLow Energy Society and the Procurement Strategy.
Partnership
The municipality (including the mayor and the citycouncil), the local Youth Council, the
Environmental Protection Agency, the County Health Department, the County Construction
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Department, the Chamber of Commerce, several schools and high schools, NGOs, a dozen of the
biggest local companies and the transport company were involved in the IMAGINE process.
Next steps
The results of the measures implemented are compared to the objectives and tasks foreseen in the
Roadmap. Toensureachieving the objectives, milestones for 2020 and 2030 were defined. These
guidelines are periodically reviewed and adjusted.
The departments regularly collect indicators to monitor the progress made. The figures for gas and
oil consumption are compiled each year. Every two years, a review of the final and primary energy
consumption and greenhouse gas emissions is published.
The Roadmap is to be reviewed, updated and approved by the citycouncilevery five years.

Energy Vision Bistrita 2050
The citizens of Bistrita will work on the target:
Environmental Sportive Energy City (EASY City Bistrita)
This means:
 sustainable development
 Restricting the growth of energy consumption to 15 MWh per inhabitant and year.
 Promoting renewable energies and energy efficiency
 Local energy production from renewable energies will reach at least 50%
 Promoting an Energy-Saving Label in Bistrita
With this strategy, Bistrita wants to contribute to combating human-induced climate change. The
energy supply shall no longer totally depend on external sources. The city’s development to a
better future needs also a lower energy consumption in respect of social, economic and ethical
arguments. With this strategy Bistrita will be highly developed in the end and better equipped for
times of scarce and expensive energy resources.

Explanation
The people of Bistrita currently consume, compared to cities in the Western world, yet relatively
little energy. On the one hand a high amount of energy is wasted because building insulation is not
well developed. On the other hand mobility characteristics and convenience factors such as “living
space per inhabitant”, “temperature level” etc. are not nearly at the same level as in Western
countries. Similarly, energy expenditure and the extent of the number of public buildings, street
lighting, and equipment with cultural and sporting infrastructure are still low. Thus, the current
energy consumption of Bistrita is significantly below 1500 W per capita (without industry).
However, the city has a significant backlog regarding equipment, types of housing and cultural,
sporting and economic infrastructure. This includes safety standards, such as the density and
brightness of street lighting. Therefore, in the next years the energy consumption will increase.
Bistrita joined the Covenant of Mayors. Their goal is to reduce 20% of CO2 emissions from the
year 1998 on until 2020. This goal can be implemented primarily through the use and production of
renewable energies by recognizing the increasing energy demand of the city.
In Romania the traditional energy ressources inside the country will go down in the next 10 to 20
years. Especially the gas extraction will perhaps finish. So from the national point of view an
increase of local energy production is very important. Besides the potential for solar energy in
Bistrata Nasaud there is some appreciable agricultural area still unexploited. This potential for
biomass production can be used. The wood industry can also participate. In addition solar and
wind power plants can contribute to the reduction of the expected gap in suplies.
The local administration is busy with meeting the demands of the ongoing urban development. The
works concerning the Local Development Strategy 2010-2030 will use almost the whole capacity of
the administration, so there is only small room for new tasks until the year 2030. In this period
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there will be established a system of quality management and the already intended measures will
be optimized. Indeed some of the initial intended measures should be cancelled. The energetic
development of the city will be controlled by a supervisor starting with the year 2020.
For the energetic planning until the year 2050 result the following time periods:
Phase 1 2014-2020: Reduction of carbon-based energy consumption, especially in heating of
buildings and mobility. The essential measures for the urban development have to be
accompanied by approaches to minimize the additional demand for energy. The city of Bistrita will
promote energy innovation and local energy production. 
Phase 2 2020-2030: Stabilization of development through completion of the measures of the Local
Development Strategy in 2030. In this phase it is recommended to monitor the measures, to
extend the local energy production from renewable energy sources, and to promote energy
innovation. The profile of the EASY City will be established in all scopes of work. 
Phase 3: 2030-2050: Conversion from Bistrita to the EASY City with over 50% energy inhouseproduction on the basis of renewable energy 
Therefore, the energy master plan, respectively the Road-Map is called “The Annual Energy book”
(TAEB). In this book are listed the intended measures for each year. In the awareness this beeing
only a snapshot of today, the process of updating, debating and controlling is implemented in the
TAEB. The designed target requires a high level of engagement from all citizens and involved
people.

Challenges and conflicting goals
The energy policy is based on the principle of sustainability with the dimensions of economy,
environment and society. Everyone knows that the rebuilding of the city and its society causes
conflicts. The process of change and development will create short and medium term "winners and
losers". However, this will happen in any case, because a conversion of the city is inevitable.
Decisions have to be made in a long-term perspective and have to be reasoned clearly and
transparently.
Obstacles can be e.g. the competitiveness of the local economy, business costs or short-term
social consequences. In an open discourse the information for all citizens is easily accessible.
The EASY City vision guarantees on a long term most likely local economic prosperity,
intergenerational justice and social acceptance. The city and its administration can support the
application and use of innovative energy and more economical methods.

Goals and Priorities
Goals
 Sufficient, safe, environmentally friendly, resource-saving and economical energy supply
 A significant reduction of CO2 and other greenhouse gas emissions
 A significant reduction of primary energy consumption

Priorities
1.)

Limiting the increase in demand for energy-related goods and services in the next six years.

2.)

Efficient energy use: Reduction of energy consumption by improving energy efficiency in
buildings, equipment, processes and in mobility.

3.)

Use of energy sources with lower greenhouse gas emissions and low primary energy
consumption: Energy from waste, waste heat and renewable resources.
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Quantitative Goals
In order to control the implementation of the objectives, milestones for the years 2020 and 2030
are defined. These guidelines are periodically reviewed and adjusted to changing conditions.

Public administration
 Significantly reduce energy consumption in municipal buildings
 Significantly increase rate of renewable energies in urban buildings until 2050 to100%
 Energy consumption and CO2 emissions of city-owned passenger cars: 2050 all-electric
power driven with electricity from sustainable energy
 Production of renewable energy sources: Contracts, corporate objectives of urban energy
providers, etc.

Core tasks and strategies
Core tasks for the implementation of The Annual Energy Book are presented here. The list will be
amended and changed in the process. The already existing and accepted strategic papers and
plans are important for almost all of the issues: The zoning plan PUG and the Local Development
Strategy 2010- 2030. Both of them are dealing with all mentioned topics. Of course both of them
need a revision according the goals of the EASY City Concept.

Settlement and Building
In the urban development and the construction of individual buildings Bistrita reduces greenhouse
gas emissions and primary energy consumption with planning measures, building code regulations
and economic incentives as well as with advice and information. The figures in black circles
indicate the phase (1-3).
 Development planning as a concretization and further development of the PUG 
 Mobility strategy, revision Studiu de Trafic 
 Efficiency bonus, energy seal 
Detailed Tasks
1.)

The aspects of an energy-efficient use of space (building density, use, distribution, mix of
uses) are part of structure-plans and land use plans as well as they are considered in
planning projects (special building regulations, design plans).

2.)

In the context of urban housing policy, Bistrita counteracts the increasing land use with
guidelines in leasing agreements, construction contracts and housing actions.

3.)

Incentives for energy saving and the efficient use of energy are set as part of the tariff and
pricing policy for energy. 

4.)

Wholesale energy consumers who are committed to a target agreement with the county or
the city benefit from an efficiency bonus.

5.)

The use of environmentally friendly energy systems with low greenhouse gas emissions
and minimized primary energy input is supported. Instruments are the energy seal as well
as advantages in mobility and energy services.

6.)

In building permits of old buildings a balance is sought between the efficient use of energy
and the use of renewable energies on one side and monument protection and conservation
of the cityscape on the other side. 

7.)

The city of Bistrita promotes the development and dissemination of energy-efficient
buildings, equipment and technologies as well as innovative concepts and tools.

8.)

Energy- and climate-related characteristic quantities of public buildings will continually be
collected and published. The possibilities to influence these variables are checked
regularly. 
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9.)

With home owners target agreements about the energy efficiency of houses with timelines
are to be arranged, per year for at least 5,000 square meters of facade

Mobility
In the local mobility, the city of Bistrita reduces greenhouse gas emissions and primary energy
consumption by planning measures, building regulations requirements and an active mobility
management.
 Development planning 
 Mobility strategy, revision of Studiu de Trafic 
 Efficiency bonus, energy seal 
 Develop a municipal parking regulation 
Detailed Tasks
1)

The city of Bistrita implements a comprehensive network of cycle paths and ensures the
quality of sidewalks 

2)

As part of the PUG and district plans, the use of energy-efficient means of transport is
supported. Pedestrian and bicycle traffic and public transport should be given priority.
Parking for (fuel-driven) cars should be reduced and managed to a minimum.

3)

Additional mobility needs will be addressed by improving the attractiveness, quality and
performance in walking and cycling and in public transport.

4)

The streets of Bistrita are to be enhanced as an urban space. Shopping and leisure uses
should be more easily accessible by bus. By improving accessibility by walking and cycling,
the local supply is strengthened indirectly.

5)

The traffic flow is stabilized at a low speed level and optimized in terms of energy
consumption.

6)

In the procurement of public transport vehicles is paid attention to the energy consumption
and the energy type. On the development of the energy consumption of the vehicle fleet
and public transport in the City will be reported to the City council in a two years distance.

7)

The city supports research and development in mobility with pilot and demonstration
projects.

8)

The energy consumption of urban traffic is regularly analyzed and published. 

Energy Supply
For the electricity and gas supply as well as the local and district heating supply, Bistrita persues a
long-term transition to a supply with renewable, environmentally friendly and resource-friendly
energy sources.
For heat and cold supply the city of Bistrita aims at a targeted utilization of locally available energy
from waste, waste heat and renewable energy sources. For this purpose, a spatial coordination is
coupled with a prioritization of energy sources and information and advisory services.
 Heat supply concept 2050 
 Power supply concept 2050 
Detailed Tasks
1)

The City of Bistrita prepares the substitution of carbon energy in accordance to the
expected decline of own production with local produced renewable energy
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2)

A Heat Supply Concept 2050 will be drawn up. To match the supply and demand for
thermal energy (heat and cold), the potential of the urban area is represented there in a
small scale. The use of energy sources are prioritized in accordance with the criteria of
sustainability. The concept will be updated every five years. 

3)

A Power Supply Concept 2050 will be drawn up. To match the supply and demand for
electric energy, the potential for the various primary energies in the urban area and the
surroundings is examined. The use of energy sources is prioritized in accordance with the
criteria of sustainability. The concept will be updated every five years. 

4)

To make best use of the potential of waste heat and renewable energy, coordination is
taking place between the energy planning and settlement planning departments.

5)

The distribution networks of district heating supply, and district heating poolings are
developed and adjusted in coordination with the Heat Supply Concept 2050. 

6)

The use of waste heat from industrial and commercial enterprises, as well as waste heat
from the purified municipal sewage and from building and operating wastewater internal
circuits, is supported. 

7)

The municipal organic waste and biomass waste from urban green areas and farms are
used in municipal facilities for the production of fuels and combustibles. 

8)

The energy potential of wood in the forests and of agricultural land in the city of Bistrita and
in the surrounding, as far as the wood is not required for the regional construction activity,
is largely used. 

Consultation, Information
For the population, the economy and the professional world, the city of Bistrita offers advice and
information on energy-related topics. The activities are already anchored in the Local Development
Strategy 2010- 2030.
Detailed Tasks
1)

The city of Bistrita operates counseling centers and provides consulting and information
services on energy-related topics in the fields of the PUG and site plans, buildings, mobility,
businesses and companies as well as consumption. 

2)

The information and advisory activities are coordinated and aligned with the corresponding
activities of the state.

3)

Specific information and experience programs in the fields of energy and mobility aim at
schools.

4)

With events and campaigns, the population will be sensitized for energy, environmental and
mobility issues.

Procurement
The need for space, facilities, equipment, consumer goods and motorized means of transport is
optimized in terms of sufficiency. In the procurement is paid attention besides the right price to
energy efficiency, energy source and ecology. An appropriate procurement model will be
developed as well as a procurement strategy.
 Procurement general principle and strategy 
Detailed Tasks
1)
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In energy, resource and climate-related purchases (machinery, equipment, vehicles, room)
are valid consistent principles. 

2)

The departments procure vehicles in accordance with the requirements of the urban vehicle
policy. They report every two years on its fleet of vehicles, the mileage, the fuel quality used
and the fuel consumption. 

Buildings and facilities
Buildings and facilities of the municipality and peri-urban institutions are built and renewed,
corresponding to the objectives in an exemplary manner. This applies to the construction,
operation, and the induced mobility. Innovations are promoted through pilot projects.
The operation of buildings and facilities of the city administration is optimized in terms of energy
efficiency. The demand for energy is served by goal-compliant fuels.
Detailed Tasks
The real estate strategy of the city of Bistrita is geared towards the requirements of the low energy
society. 
1)

For efficiency calculations, the key indicators are greenhouse gas emissions and primary
energy consumption adequately 

2)

Buildings and equipment are operated optimally involving the users. 

3)

The energy consumption of municipal buildings and equipment is recorded in a suitable
form for an energetic benchmarking. 

4)

For the real estate and equipment with high energy consumption, the City of Bistrita will
conclude large scale consumer target agreements. About the effect of the agreements, a
report is prepared annually. 

Infrastructure
The power supply, public lighting, the infrastructure for information and communication
technologies, water supply, waste services, urban drainage and road infrastructure are to be
optimized in terms of energy use, greenhouse gas emissions and consumption of resources.
 Accounting model for the low energy society 
Detailed Tasks
1)

The cable networks for energy supply are operated in an energy efficient and
environmentally friendly way. They will be continuously developed according to the
changing characteristics on the production side and the changing needs on the demand
side. The aspects of nature and landscape are considered. 

2)

The digester gas from wastewater treatment plants is used energetically optimally. 

3)

The waste heat from sewage treatment facilities is used optimally. 

4)

To reduce energy consumption in wastewater treatment, the infiltration and retention of
rainwater are supported.  The separate sewer system is going to be extended and the
extraneous water in the sewer is reduced. 

5)

The planning of public street lighting is taking into account the sufficiency. The street
lighting is operated energy efficient. 

Employees
Employees of the City Council contribute to the objectives of the low energy society. To this end,
they are systematically supported with advice, information and specific offerings.
 Concept Energy Communication 
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Detailed Tasks
1)

Employees are trained and informed regularly every two years about the economical and
environmentally friendly use of energy in the workplace and in their area of responsibility. 

2)

With incentives and other appropriate measures the city reduces the energy consumption
and environmental impact of commuting mobility of employees. 

3)

Inner-city duty travels are handled by public transport, with service bicycles and on foot.
Unavoidable air travel is compensated in terms of CO2 emissions. About the air travel will
be reported. 

Implementation
City Council
The City Council of Bistrita has two important tasks in the implementation of TAEB
 It ensures that the state framework conditions support the urban energy policy objectives
 It ensures that the city receives sufficient radius of operation to implement the objectives.
Networking with other communities and active participation in national and international bodies and
organizations are very important. The membership in the European Covenant of Mayors and other
organizations are an expression of it.

Steering Committee
The implementation of the TAEB is to be accompanied by a control group. It is composed of
representatives from the departments of energy and sustainability, mobility and planning, the
stakeholders for sustainable construction and experts for environmental management processes.
The control group should meet at least twice a year starting at least with the year 2016 and should
carry out the following tasks:
 the control of the implementation process
 updating and testing of the action plans
 the implementation of the controlling
 reporting to the City Council
 the support of the City Council and the departments in the development of energy-related
policies and strategies
 the provision of uniform principles and instruments for the assessment of energy-related
projects
 the coordination of energy cooperation with state, county and other cities as well as with
external bodies

Departments of the Administration
The objectives and tasks in TAEB apply to all departments of the city of Bistrita and to companies
with majority ownership of the city. They address also to the Citizens. They are to be considered in
all energy-related decisions and activities. The definite implementation is done at the level of
services and plants that fulfill energy-related obligations.

Energy Meeting
Once a year, the control group and the persons responsible for energy related tasks come together
to an «Energy Meeting". It provides information about the energy policy, the common reflection and
optimization of the tasks and the implementation process as well as the professional exchange
between departments.
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Instruments
Action plans
Some Measures of TAEB are already implemented by the Urban Development Strategy 20102030. For individual subjects it is recommended to create specific concepts, e.g. Energy Concept
Communication, Accounting Model for the low energy society and the Procurement Model and
Strategy. As part of the yearly Energy Meeting, the activities will be updated by the departments.
Here the activities are to be compared to the internal policies and objectives of the services. The
effect of the measures is compared with the objectives and tasks in TAEB. This may lead to
adjustments and corrections.

Controlling
The control will be performed at various levels:
 The implementation of individual measures will be reviewed by the services.
 For individual subjects, a citywide Controlling is carried out, e.g. for the implementation of
vehicle policy and public procurement.
 The overriding controlling is done via the balance of primary energy consumption and
greenhouse gas emissions.

Monitoring, Accounting
The departments collect relevant indicators. The figures for gas and oil consumption are compiled
annually. A statistic of the final and primary energy consumption and CO2 and other greenhouse
gas emissions is published every two years.

Reporting, Annual report
The Annual Energy Book is reviewed every five years, updated and fixed by the city council. Same
time, a coordination with other energy-related policies takes part of the City Council. The next
release date is 2020.
Detailed Tasks
1)

TAEB is reviewed and updated every five years from the year 2020 on. 

2)

The action plans are reviewed annually within the city administration.

3)

As a central controlling instrument for the implementation of TAEB, a statistic is created for
the primary energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions every two years. These
results are reported to the City Council.

4)

The City Council, the actors who are involved in the process and the public, are informed
about the implementation of TAEB and the energy-related activities every two years in turn
with no 3.

5)

Energy-related strategies and policies are reviewed every five years.

6)

A consistent basis and tools for the entire city administration for the evaluation of energyrelated projects will be created. Starting with the year 2021 these are determined
periodically.

7)

The city of Bistrita maintains a regular exchange of ideas in the energy sector with the
Romanian Ministry of Energy. 

8)

The city of Bistrita maintains a regular exchange of ideas in the energy sector with the
county Bistrita-Nasaud. 
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9)

On energy-related issues in the construction sector, the city of Bistrita is working together
with the Romanian Engineer Association (AGIR) and other organizations. 

10)

The city of Bistrita is a member of the "Covenant of Mayors", an alliance of cities and towns
in Europe with ambitious climate change targets under the auspices of the European
Commission.
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The Annual Energy Book 2013-2050
In the Annual Energy Book all the actions and measures or ideas to reach the goal are presented.
Because of the importance of the Local Development Strategy 2010-2030 the actions and
measures of this plan are shown on the left side in the tables for the years 2013 until 2030. These
Measures are already adopted by the city council. On the right side there are additional energyrelated measures or proposals in context to single measures or projects on the left side. They are
supposed to reducing the amount of energy needed for the realisation of the energy Vision 2050.
Further Actions are placed on the right side. In total the measures on the right are Part of the
Road-Map to reach the vision.
The fields of Action are indicated with colours to show the energy-relevance:
Orange/yellow

The proposed action will increase the city's energy needs with high
probability

Light Green/cyan:

The proposed action will reduce the city's energy demand or reduce the
originally intended increase of energy demand

Dark grey / grey:

The proposed action has no significant impact on the city’s energy demand

On the right beside the columns is given which group of stakeholders is supposed to be leading.
Here it is distinguished:
Administration and City Council
Citizens
Local Economy
Energy Economy
All
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Local Development Strategy 2010-2030

Energy Road Map
Organisation

2013



Organizing public awareness campaigns on the
benefits of using low emission transportation means
on climate change reduction

Ongoing activity for 10 years: Organizing public
awareness campaigns on the benefits of using low
emission transportation means on climate change
reduction

Organization of citizens’ education campaigns on
their responsibility regarding selective waste
collection and the role of citizens; encouraging the
consumers to use ecological, re-usable and longlife
products

Ongoing activity: Organization of citizens’ education
campaigns on their responsibility regarding selective
waste collection and the role of citizens;
encouraging the consumers to use ecological, reusable and longlife products



Publishing and promotion of a tourist guidelines for
Bistrita Municipality

Complete tourism information with aspects of the
EASY-City concept. Highlighting energetically
advantageous offers



Development of regular tourism entertainment
services
Organizing folk events /fests

Focus on bicycle traffic and of low energy services
in the frame of tourism entertainment services
Installation of sustainability and energy criteria for
the folk events, in particular with regard to traffic
management



Organization of important sports events:
“Siebenburgen Sports Games”
Organizing cultural events to capitalise on the
historical framework through events like cultural
Medieval fests, events around the Evangelical
Church to attract the public

Arrange of sustainability and energy standards for
Sports events
Limit the number of events, creation of energetic
synergy by combination of subjects at one event



Setting the road and utilities infrastructure and
provision of tax facilities for 5 year term, depending
on the investment value in order to populate the
industrial park

Inclusion of environment and energy criteria in the
allocation of land



Organizing farmfood and crafts markets in the
Priority for markets with traditional crafts and local
Central Square or on Liviu Rebreanu street
food, upgrading of existing market places
Training classes for volunteer tourist guides
organized at the Tourism Information Center
Promotion of the Historical Center of the
Municipality through early civic education (classes of
city history) continued in the information center











Organizing cultural-artistic events in the twin town
Zielona Gora - Bistritzfest from Zielona Gora, and in
the other twin towns. Starting with 2013
Infrastructure projects under „Renewal of Bistrita
Municipality’s Historical Center” Public policy
Communication
Creating school and neighbourhood championships
Initiating and running thematic communication
campaigns, dissemination of promotion materials
through tourist information centers/offices in the
county or abroad, participation in national and
international tourism fairs
Promotion campaign on the development objectives
provided in the new Town Planning areas
Setting a system of facilities to attract medical
specialists

Arrange of sustainability and energy standards for
school and neighbourhood championships
Development of a concept for communication of the
EASY City, energy standards for fair participation
and communication

Setting up of energy criteria for further development,
in terms of urban density, etc.
Arrange of sustainability and energy standards for
medical institutions









Promotion of Bistrita’s tourism products and
Complete tourism information to the EASY-City
services on the municipality’s website and on the
concept. Highlighting energetically advantageous
one dedicated to Bistrita fortress and by including
offers
the offers in the county/national promotion materials.



Setting a management company for the Industrial
Park. (PPP)
Study visit projects in tourism with the twin cities





Facilities to attract young specialists (e.g.: provision
of housing, free transport tickets, social and
healthcare facilities, proper alternatives to spending
their free time– culture and entertainment)
Structural Measures



Thermal rehabilitation of 30 apartment buildings per
year built before 1990 in Bistrita Municipality.
Starting with 2013

Ongoing Activity: Thermal rehabilitation of 30
apartment buildings per year built before 1990 in
Bistrita Municipality. Starting with 2013

Construction of bicycle parkings in tourist sights and
bike rental points
Enhancing the natural capital. Invigorating traditional
vineyard area (Steiniger)
Rehabilitation and extension of public green areas in
the neighbourhoods Independentei Nord and
Independentei Sud, 13.5 ha

Construction of bicycle parkings in tourist sights and
bike rental points
Enhancing the natural capital. Invigorating traditional
vineyard area (Steiniger)
Check if energy crops can be integrated into the
design concept of the green areas

Use of voltaic panels for some extensions of the
public lighting system – pilot project in 10 streets.
Completing the green land survey of Bistrita
Municipality (Green area Registry)
Construction of decorative fountains in Stefan cel
Mare, Independentei Sud (Panait Cerna Str.),
Andrei Muresanu (Florilor str.) neighbourhoods and
in the rest of the city

Use of voltaic panels for some extensions of the
public lighting system – pilot project in 10 streets.
Check which areas can be made available for
energy crops (as a forest or field)
Reduction of water consumption, e.g. use of
rainwater and water cycles at well construction. In
total reduction of number of foutains

Building the 4-storey All-day kindergarten on 38/a
Nicolae Balcescu street
Building apartments under ANL programme stage III
– 138 housing units –Subcetate neighbourhood
Construction of new bridges and foot-bridges over
Bistrita River: Viisoara, Zăvoaie, Independentei,
Poligon-MHC

Construction as multistory timber-buildings, wood
from local or regional harvesting
Construction as multistory timber-buildings, wood
from local or regional harvesting
Construction with wooden bridges, wood from local
or regional harvesting

Construction of a grade-separated crossing on
Romana street

Construction with wooden bridges, wood from local
or regional harvesting. Construction only for
pedestrians and bicycles



Expansion of gas distribution system in South
Bistrita Industrial Park

Check if still a gas supply is useful or whether it can
be replaced by other technologies, such as district
heating concepts, especially at industrial locations



Expansion of gas distribution system in the
aggregated locality Sărata

Check if still a gas supply is necessary or if it can be
replaced by other technologies like district heating
concepts



Expansion works to the sewerage system in
Subcetate residential area, stage III
Expansion works to the water distribution system in
Slatinita
Rehabilitation and consolidation of building in
Central Square No. 1
Rehabilitation of the Municipal “George Cosbuc”
Cultural Center –Bistrita, A class historical
monument

Examine the possibility of recovering energy from
waste water
Compacting the settlement structure with the aim of
a more efficient use of infrastructure
Attestation of the energy balance taking into account
the lifecycle
Attestation of the energy balance taking into account
the lifecycle
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Upgrading the waste water treatment plant.
Expansion works to the sewerage system at Unirea
Multifunctional Sports Center
Rehabilitation and upgrade of Sigmirului street and
the multi-level railway crossing
Landscaping the effluents of Bistrita River: Slătinita
Valley, Castailor Valley, Rusului Valley, Ghinzii
Valley
Rehabilitation and upgrade of the Municipal Park –
6.2 ha
Urban renewal of the historical center of Bistrita,
Tourist Axis 1, 2, 3
Rehabilitation of the evangelical Church
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Check if the energy use from wastewater can be
improved at the site
Examine the possibility of recovering energy from
waste water









Local Development Strategy 2010-2030

Energy Road Map
Organisation
Start the revision of the Urban transport plan with
the aim to transform this plan into a mobility plan.
Completion 2017

2014




Energy and climate-related characteristic figures of
public buildings will continuously be collected and
published



Implemention of a comprehensive network of cycle
paths and ensurance of the quality of sidewalks
Pedestrian and bicycle traffic and public transport
should be given priority. Parking for (fuel-driven)
cars will be reduced and managed to a minimum.
Setting up a parking concept for the inner city



The traffic flow is stabilized at a low speed level and
optimized in terms of energy consumption
Energy-efficient use of space is included in
structural plans, land use plans and in new planning
projects (special building regulations, design plans)







Redeveloping the area where Zăvoaie Bistrita waste Check if the location of an old waste facility is not
facility operated for its insertion in the urban area by suitable for medium to long term "urban mining"
implementation of the Local Action Plan under
SUFALNET 4EU project



Supporting the use of mass or alternative
transportation system by supporting a free ticket
system for the retired



Supporting the use of mass or alternative
transportation systems by supporting a free ticket
system for the retired

Tax exemption and facilities to support various
Tax exemption and facilities to support various
natural persons applying to and completing the local natural persons applying to and completing the local
“Green House” financing programme
“Green House” financing programme



Production of the Municipality’s noise map

Production of the Municipality’s noise map

Developing the Environmental Education
Programme organized at the Center for
Environmental Education and Information, by
involving all primary schools (1st – 4th grades)

Developing the Environmental Education
Programme organized at the Center for
Environmental Education and Information, by
involving all primary schools (1st – 4th grades)




Zoning the neighbourhoods, delimitation of compact Definition of minimum density standards, reduction
housing areas
of energy input for development
Projects on reducing school abandonment among
Roma children
Starting a scholarship programme for top students
based on the academic model
Organizing training programmes for travel promoters
/local entertainers dealing with the information of
population and the necessary actions for household
certification and maintenance of cooperation
relations to the authorities



Development of a permanent management and
updating software for the data in the general land
registry and their use in projects started by the City
Hall, including the architecture of the software, since
2013



Implementation of programmes on the identification
of unique and genuine elements specific to each
locality to enable the elaboration of individual offers
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Project on the elimination of data-, phone- and
communication- and electricity lines. (stages: center
2014, East- West axis 2018, neighbourhoods 2022)



Infrastructure projects under „Renewal of Bistrita
Municipality’s Historical Center” Public policy
Communication



Supplementing the city marketing with the "EASYCity concept , starting a competition to get a handy
slogan




Promoting green procurements to comply with the
European and national laws; adopting the rules on
green procurements for at least 10% of the total
public procurements of products and services made
by the city hall

Increasing the target from 10% to 100% by the year
2030



Stimulating the construction of tourism and farm
tourism bread and breakfast facilities in the rural
area, holiday homes as week-end tourism
destinations

New tourism facilities and overnight stays are only
promoted when minimum energy standards are met
(energy seal)



Promotion campaign on the development objectives
provided in the new Town Planning areas
Encouraging the arrangement of small hotels / bed
and breakfast in the old houses in the historical
center

Setting up of energetic criteria for further
development, in terms of urban density, etc.
New tourism facilities and overnight stays are only
promoted when minimum energy standards are met
(energy seal)



Achievement of „South Bistrita Industrial Park”
investment objective in Sărata
Study visit projects in tourism with the twin cities

Considering of sustainability and energy standards





Student education on the cultural value by
introduction of an optional class of local history,
culture and civilization
Structural measures
Landscaping the effluents of Bistrita River: Slătinita
Valley, Castailor Valley, Rusului Valley, Ghinzii
Valley



Landscaping the effluents of Bistrita River: Slătinita
Valley, Castailor Valley, Rusului Valley, Ghinzii
Valley




Fitting out the access alleys, green areas and
Considering especially bicycle and pedestrian
playgrounds on DN 17 in the aggregated loc. Unirea facilities in the project of rehabilitation
– 5.5 ha



Fitting out the access alleys, green areas and
playgrounds on DN 17 in the aggregated loc.
Viisoara – 6 ha

Considering especially bicycle and pedestrian
facilities in the project of rehabilitation



Rehabilitation of green areas in Decebal area – 7.6
ha
Lighting the ANL Subcetate neighbourhood – public
lighting – stage 2
Building the All-day kindergarten in Subcetate
neighbourhood
Artistic lighting of public monuments

Rehabilitation of green areas in Decebal area – 7.6
ha
Realization in LED technology for access roads



Considering of sustainability and energy standards



Use of energy-efficient lighting effect, no overall
building illumination
Building apartments under ANL programme stage IV Construction of multistory timber-buildings, wood
– 200 housing units –Subcetate neighbourhood
from local or regional harvesting
Building social housing stage II – 160 apartments – Construction of multistory timber-buildings, wood
Viisoara;
from local or regional harvesting
Building a Multifunctional Center for social services Construction of multistory timber-buildings, wood
for the elderly at Sigmir
from local or regional harvesting
Upgrading the Central Square, the Medieval square Considering of sustainability and energy standards
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Upgrading Union Square

Considering of sustainability and energy standards

Rehabilitation of the Elementary school in the
aggregated locality of Ghinda
Upgrade and extension of tourism and leisure
infrastructure in Schullerwald Forest and turning it
into a “Park forest”

Considering of sustainability and energy standards
Considering of sustainability and energy criteria in
the works



Procurement phase: Rehabilitation and upgrade of
Kindergarten no. 1, on Ecaterina Teodoroiu street
Construction of an emergency hospitalization

Considering of sustainability and energy criteria in
the works



Establishing a business center that also includes an
area for exhibitions and events, by reconversion of
the brownfield industrial area
Fitting out Decebal Market
Setting a Day care center for disabled persons,
including a craftsmen’s workshop where they can
acquire the necessary skills
Setting a tourist oriented directional signposting and
information system in and to the inner city
Setting several tourist information points and
rehabilitation of the tourist information center
Ongoing activity: Elimination of overground natural
gas pipelines
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Local Development Strategy 2010-2030

Energy Road Map
Organisation
Examination of the Annual Energy Book and of the
action plans
Cooperation with energy-related associations like
AGIR, organisation of speaking engagements and
presentations




Provision of non-motorized, or electrified alternatives
(cargo bike, etc.)

Centralized dispatch system, monitoring the
Centralized dispatch system, monitoring the
operations, computer-aided traffic control of the local operations, computer-aided traffic control of the local
mass transportation
mass transportation
Linking the proposed ticket system with car- and
bike rental systems
Working on the revision of the Urban transport plan
with the aim to transform this plan into a mobility
plan. Completion 2017

Building websites for public awareness of the
importance of biodiversity related problems
Development of green screening plants, and street
strip planting by preserving the mostly used type in
the squares of Bistrita Municipality’s
neighbourhoods
Organizing volunteering actions to improve the
quality of community green areas, biodiversity
monitoring, etc and setting a volunteers’ network.

Building websites for public awareness of the
importance of biodiversity related problems
Development of green screening plants, and street
strip planting by preserving the mostly used type in
the squares of Bistrita Municipality’s
neighbourhoods
Organizing volunteering actions to improve the
quality of community green areas, biodiversity
monitoring, etc and setting a volunteers’ network.

Rehabilitation of green areas in Andrei Muresanu
area
Rehabilitation of green areas in Stefan cel Mare
area – 5.1 ha
Setting targets of quality for the local biodiversity
parameters (fauna, flora, habitats) and monitoring
criteria.

Rehabilitation of green areas in Andrei Muresanu
area
Rehabilitation of green areas in Stefan cel Mare
area – 5.1 ha
Setting targets of quality for the local biodiversity
parameters (fauna, flora, habitats) and monitoring
criteria.

Specialized courses for craftsmen

Focus on the use of regional materials and products
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Pedestrian and bicycle traffic and public transport
should be given priority. Parking for (fuel-driven)
cars should be reduced and managed to a minimum

Implemention of a comprehensive network of cycle
paths and ensurance of the quality of sidewalks
Energy-efficiency in structural and land use plans as
well as in planning projects
Supporting of infiltration and retention of rainwater

Introduction of a ticketing system into the public
transportation
Elaboration of a mobility plan



Realignment of the land development plan (PUG)
by: energetic goals, reducing settlement area. Area
procurement by the municipality

The traffic flow is stabilized at a low speed level and
optimized in terms of energy consumption
Energy and climate-related characteristic figures of
public buildings will continuously be collected and
published

Setting an inner-city access tax for cargo vehicles
depending on the emission class. Setting of innercity access taxes for personal vehicles

2015



















Developing tourism circuits/routes/itineraries that
include the surrounding mountains (Mountain
tourism in the North of East Carpathians, hunting
tourism, Dracula Circuit, Colibita Lake)

Concentration on mobility with a low expenditure of
energy

Development of a management software for the
data in the urban land registry and on urban
networks resulted from the GIS paper and their use
in the public and private sector of Bistrita
municipality, since 2013

Include Low-energy indicators of land use to
promote awareness regarding the energetic
environment





Area development with the private owned SĂRĂTEL Inclusion of environment and energy criteria in the
industrial park included in the General Town
awarding of land
Planning
Study on the possibility to build underground parking
areas in the central part of the municipality
Extension and maintenance of green shielding
plants between the industrial and residential areas
to reduce the air and noise pollution levels, and for
bio-diversity preservation and regeneration

Waiver of underground parking, instead some Car
parks overground
Checking whether the plants in the proposed green
belt also can be used for energetic purposes






Initiating of training programmes for interpreters,
secretariat, personnel, knowledge of business rules
Educational programme for the social inclusion of
begging children
Equipping with a Global Positioning System for
vehicles ( GPS)
Ongoing activity until 2022: Project on the
elimination of data-, phone- and communicationand electricity lines overground






Infrastructure projects under„Renewal of Bistrita
Municipality’s Historical Center” Public policy
Improving the use of the road connection between
DJ 173 and DJ 173C in Codrisor area
Communication
Consultations with the County Bistrita-Nasaud about
ideas and development in the energy sector
Campaign in the schools and organizations and on
the Internet: "Energy- private investigators":
Publication of good local practice and show of
improvement potentials








Promoting the presentation, development and
transfer of low emission technologies at the
community level

Ongoing activity for 10 years: Promoting the
presentation, development and transfer of low
emission technologies at the community level



Running public information campaigns on the
benefits and constraints of the inclusion in the rural
tourism network

Running public information campaigns on the
benefits and constraints of the inclusion in the rural
tourism network



Integrated management system for mass
transportation by production of a passenger
information and communication software

Integrated management system for mass
transportation by production of a passenger
information and communication software



Restriction of car access to the historical center,
except for non-pollutant ones
Encouraging the establishment of several ecological
food production units in the aggregated localities
(greenhouses, mushroom nurseries, etc.)

Restriction of car access to the historical center,
except for non-pollutant ones
Preference for modes of production at a low energy
level and award of food energy seal for local
ecological food production

Promotion campaign on the development objectives
provided in the new Town Planning per areas
Study visit projects in tourism with the twin cities
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Campaigns for fighting against black and grey work
in order to regulate the labour market and to ensure
the principles of fair competition
Structural measures
Fitting out mobile markets in the municipality’s
neighbourhoods
Installation of a video surveillance system in all
public transportation buses
Landscaping the effluents of Bistrita River: Slătinita
Valley, Castailor Valley, Rusului Valley, Ghinzii
Valley

Mobile markets in the municipality’s neighbourhoods
as long as there are no immobile ones
Installation of a video surveillance system in all
public transportation buses
Integration of energy plants into the landscape

Making lighting efficient in common areas (halls,
restrooms, staircase) of the administrative buildings
of Bistrita City Hall, by equipping them with
presence sensors

Making lighting efficient in common areas (halls,
restrooms, staircase) of the administrative buildings
of Bistrita City Hall, by equipping them with
presence sensors

Rehabilitation of sport facilities in the Municipality’s
neighbourhoods

Rehabilitation of sport facilities in the Municipality’s
neighbourhoods, installing sustainable criteria for
their use

Setting new locations related to the myth of Dracula
(„Dracula House” on Liviu Rebreanu street);

Realization of a "Dracula"-related programme
without a own house for that purpose. Instead
organization of nightly tours, stories, Draculacatering etc.





Thermal rehabilitation of the city hall’s administrative
buildings
Expansion of gas distribution system in the
aggregated locality Slătinita

Thermal rehabilitation of the city hall’s administrative
buildings
Expansion of the gas network only in parallel with
expansion of local gas production, eg. Power-to-gas
plants

Upgrading the public lighting by using new high
efficiency light bulbs.
Setting a cargo transport logistics park (within the
Sărata Industrial Park or in the adjacent area)

Realization in LED technology for access roads

Rehabilitation of public and private owned buildings
in the historical center, using specific materials
Rehabilitation of Minorities’ Church

Realization of the works with natural materials,
craftsmanship and measures for energy saving
Realization of the works with natural materials,
craftsmanship and measures for energy saving
Considering of sustainability and energy standards

Setting an area for practicing the new sports for
youth (roller skating, biking, street basketball, etc.).
Construction of new bridges and foot-bridges over
Bistrita River: Viisoara, Zăvoaie, Independentei,
Poligon-MHC




A logistic park is only useful if it is connected to train
network and also contains a distribution station for
city logistics, eg. With electric pickup trucks or cargo
bikes

Construction of timber-bridges, also for morot
vehicle traffic















Construction of under and above ground pedestrian
and car passages in the following areas: Station–
Tărpiului, Decebal - Cuza Voda, Independentei –
Iosif Vulcan

Realization only of wooden structures and only
above ground. Checking if separated crossings for
vehicles are required. Proposal: New bridges only
for pedestrians and bicycles

Setting an Elderly Day care center

If a new building is required, construction als
multistory timber-building, wood from local or
regional harvesting



Setting a social and occupational counselling center

If a new building is required, construction als
multistory timber-building, wood from local or
regional harvesting



Setting a Permanent Center for Family Doctors in
Bistrita Municipality.

If a new building is required, construction als
multistory timber-building, wood from local or
regional harvesting
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Construction of the city beltway (Construction of
Waiver of a new bypass road, instead extension of
Bistrita Municipality’s beltway, including the
Drumul Cetaţi to four lanes with additional turning
connection to Sărătel Industrial Park, South - Bistrita lane
Industrial Park, the Airfield, Codrisor leisure area,
the leisure lake and new residential areas
Expansion of and fit out works to the pedestrian
areas in the historical center of Bistrita
Rehabilitation and consolidation of the building on 2
Central Plaza
Ongoing activity: Asphalt pavement of 10
earth/stone streets per each new residential section

Realization with natural materials and craftsmanship

Road bridge in Zavoaie area for the connection of
DJ 173C to Petru Maior street in Kaufland area
Expansion works to the sewerage system in
Subcetate residential area for ANL apartment
buildings, stage IV

Construction of the road bridge with a high
proportion of low-energy materials (wood, etc.)
Check whether a heat exchanger in the sewage
system will be profitable

Upgrading of streets with materials specific to the
historical center: Dogarilor, Baba Novac, Tiblesului,
Zorilor, V. Alecsandri, Mihail Kogălniceanu, Lupeni,
I. L. Caragiale, B. St. Delavrancea etc.

Using local / regional materials

Extension of Avram Iancu Park to Bistrita River.

Check whether it ist possible to integrate energy
plants in the park concept

Gradual expansion of surveillance system for crime
prevention in areas of Bistrita Municipality
Elimination of overground natural gas pipelines
Upgrading 20 streets, stage 2
Expansion works to the water distribution system in
Subcetate residential area for ANL apartment
buildings stage IV
Fitting out Independentei Sud Market

Realization with natural materials, craftsmanship
and measures for the energy savings
Standards depending on the energy balance of the
settlement unit. The denser and more energetic, the
higher the standard or the rehabilitation measures
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Local Development Strategy 2010-2030

Energy Road Map
Organisation
Examination of the Annual Energy Book and of the
action plans
Cooperation with energy-related associations like
AGIR, organisation of speaking engagements and
presentations
Meeting of a control group for the realisation of the
planned measures of the Annual Energy Book
Supporting of infiltration and retention of rainwater
Mobility strategy, revision Studiu de Trafic
Energy and climate-related characteristic figures of
public buildings will continuously be collected and
published
The traffic flow is stabilized at a low speed level and
optimized in terms of energy consumption
Pedestrian and bicycle traffic and public transport
should be given priority. Parking for (fuel-driven)
cars will be reduced and managed to a minimum
Implemention of a comprehensive network of cycle
paths and ensurance of the quality of sidewalks
Energy-efficiency in structural and land use plans as
well as in planning projects
Inner City duty travels of the administration are
handled at least by 20 % by public transport,
bicycles or on food from now on

Supporting, by tax exemption and various facilities,
both natural and legal persons willing to realize a
„green roof” onto the terraces or buildings they
administrate

Supporting, by tax exemption and various facilities,
both natural and legal persons willing to realize a
„green roof” onto the terraces or buildings they
administrate

Rehabilitation of green areas in Calea Moldovei area Check whether it ist possible to integrate energy
plants in the park concept
Regulating the tree species to be planted in order to The ecosystems of the energy plants have to be
satisfy multiple criteria: pollution resistance,
taken into account as well. No concentration on
biodiversity preservation and regeneration
natural ecosystems, pick up on existing private
activities
Developing other tourism activities: paintball,
teambuilding, skate-boarding, bike tours, off-road
activities, etc.
Initiating thematic courses focused on arts,
environment, creation, etc.
Including the cultural attractions of Bistrita
Municipality in the regional and national tourism
circuits
Production of the feasibility study on the potential of
setting a tourism cluster
Ongoing activity until 2022: Project on the
elimination of overground data-, phone- and
communication- and electricity lines.
Infrastructure projects under „Renewal of Bistrita
Municipality’s Historical Center” Public policy
Regular organization of Roma traditional arts and
trade fairs
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Concentration on the bicycle traffic: Establishing of
additional bike lanes on the road, speed limit 30
km/h in many places; public bike rental stations

2016

























Creating the road access between Artarilor street
and Lucian Blaga street
Communication
Consultations with the County Bistrita-Nasaud about
ideas and development in the energy sector
Information of the City Council and related actors
about the implementation of the Annual Energy
Book and the energy-related activities
Report on the development of the energy
consumption of the vehicle fleet and public transport
in the city
Campaign in the schools and organizations and on
the Internet: "Energy- private investigators":
Publication of good local practice and show of
improvement potentials
“Green roof” demonstrative project at the Center for
Environmental Education and Information, building
of Bistrita City Hall

“Green roof” demonstrative project at the Center
forEnvironmental Education and Information,
building of Bistrita City Hall

Promotion campaign on the development objectives
provided in the new Town Planning per areas
Information and awareness of Roma population of
increasing their living standards opportunities.
Study visit projects in tourism with the twin cities











Providing help to students with low school results
through “after-school” classes
Structural Measures

Rehabilitation of the Elementary school in the
aggregated locality of Sigmir, Bistrita Municipality
Rehabilitation of the Elementary school in the
aggregated locality of Slatinita, Bistrita Municipality
Rehabilitation of the Primary school in the
aggregated locality of Viisoara, Bistrita Municipality;
Building multifunctional sport facilities in the
aggregated localities
Establishing a technological park (on the site of
Thermal Plant or other location)
Fitting out a park within the Multifunctional Sports
Center – in the aggregated locality Unirea, on 100
ha area, to reach the target of 26 sq m green area/
inhabitant provided by the European standards
(within Wonderland)




Upgrading the public lighting by using LEDTechnology
Consideration of sustainability and energy criteria or
standards
Consideration of sustainability and energy criteria or
standards
Consideration of sustainability and energy criteria or
standards
Consideration of sustainability and energy criteria or
standards
Inclusion of environment and energy criteria in the
awarding of land, timber construction
Waiver of the project Wonderland and the
Multifunctional Sports Center. The target of 26 sqm
will be reached taking into account the near forests
(Schifferberg etc.)












Establishment of a Monitoring Center for
Environmental Factors to inform and prevent
population of Bistrita Municipality on the quality of
the drinking water, the contamination level (noise
level map), accidental pollution, etc.

Completing the monitoring instruments with maps
showing potentials for power generation and
provision of information on techniques and costs
(solar energy, wind energy, biomass etc.)

Setting a social kindergarten for children from
disadvantaged groups
Upgrading the level crossing on Libertătii street,
Cuza Vodă street, Ioan Slavici street, Lucian Blaga
street

Realization as a multistory timber construction, if a
new building is required
Timber bridges, if a bridge construction is necessary

Construction of an intermodal transportation center

Integration of the planning task into existing
structures or into the industrial park
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Production of equestrian statues

Abandonment of the project

Construction of Unirea Multifunctional Sports and
Leisure Center -Wonderland, equipped with all
technical and urban facilities and related services:
Aqualand, camping area, playfields, golf ground,
other equipment for summer sports (biking,
mountain biking

No realization of Wonderland, instead construction
of an agricultural field, where energy plants will be
cropped

Setting a swim training pool

Runing of the project in existing swimming pool,
converting to multi-function system. Installation of
waste water heat exchanger, solar energy systems
etc for energetically acceptable operation

Building a multifunctional cultural facility: theatre,
Philharmonics, Opera, cinema with several rooms of
various size with an approx. 2000 seats capacity,
including non-conventional areas for artistic
performances

Multifunctional use of existing and just restored
cultural center, just marginal changes necessary.
Nonconventional areas can be used elsewhere
temporarily even in the industrial area and on
military grounds

Upgrade of Petru Rares Square



Construction with natural materials from local or
regional production
Expansion of public lighting on 94 streets and alleys, Realization in LED technology for access roads
parking areas
Construction of a contact line system for mass
As an alternative: buses that travel the same
transit crossing the central part of Viisoara town –
distance (tram can then be built, if money is
Historical Center - Unirea
available, and funding has been found), "Tramcar"
project
Upgrading 25 streets, stage 3, since 2014
Elimination of overground natural gas pipelines
Works to Bistrita River Basin on MHC – Kaufland
sector
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Local Development Strategy 2010-2030

Energy Road Map
Organisation
Meeting of a control group for the realisation of the
planned measures of the Annual Energy Book
Examination of the Annual Energy Book and of the
action plans
Cooperation with energy-related associations like
AGIR, organisation of speaking engagements and
presentations
Installation of principles for the procurement,
consideration of climate-and energy-related criteria
Pedestrian and bicycle traffic and public transport
should be given priority. Parking for (fuel-driven)
cars should be reduced and managed to a minimum
Implemention of a comprehensive network of cycle
paths and ensurance of the quality of sidewalks
Energy and climate-related characteristic quantities
in public buildings will continuously be collected and
published
Energy-efficiency in structural and land use plans as
well as in planning projects
Mobility strategy, revision Studiu de Trafic
The beginning of an energy plant program to the
sustainable planting of agricultural and silvicultural
areas. Target dimension: 500 hectares
Supporting of infiltration and retention of rainwater

Developing new tourism products and services
related to the local identity and design of thematic
and combined tourism packages and circuits

Considering of sustainability and energy standards

Organizing a permanent Art Museum (exhibiting art
objects produced by artists from Bistrita and
elsewhere) within the Arts Gallery housed by the
Lions House

Reorganization of the County Museum, the same
staff can also run the proposed art museum as long
as there are no more visitors, possibly addition of a
small wooden pavilion building in the court yard

2017














Infrastructure projects under the „Renewal of Bistrita
Municipality’s Historical Center” Public polic.
Project on the elimination overground of data-,
phone- and communication- and electricity lines.
(stages: center 2014, East- West axis 2018,
neighbourhoods 2022)
Assessment of resources in Bistrita sub-drainage
basin and elaboration of a map with water resources
available along Bistrita river






Development of an integrated management strategy
for the water resources in Bistrita sub-drainage
basin (for drinking, industrial, fishery, farm and
energy production purposes) to identify the actual
consumption levels by 2030
Communication
Consultations with the County Bistrita-Nasaud about
ideas and development in the energy sector
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Campaign in the schools and organizations and on
the Internet: "Energy private investigators":
Publication of good local practice and show of
improvement potentials
Study visit projects in tourism with the twin cities

No more study visits in tourism

Promotion campaign on the development objectives
provided in the new Town Planning per areas
Stimulating the entrepreneurial spirit of Roma
community members by supporting them in running
small business activities like collecting and
processing natural mushrooms/forest fruits, etc. in
the surrounding areas of the municipality.

No development of new areas

Structural Measures

Underground parking in the Central Square

Upgrading the public lighting by using LEDTechnology
Examine whether an above-ground parking garage
is possible nearby. Because of the planned
restrictions only small car parks or parking facilities
for electric vehicles are necessary

Rehabilitation and upgrade of the Youth Sports
Center – 18 Liviu Rebreanu street
Construction of terminals at the end of routes no. 1,
2, 3 and 13
Fitting out a “Center for Sustainable Energy
Education” specialized in energy efficiency and
renewable resources and designed for children,
students and the public in general

Considering of sustainability and energy standards

Rehabilitation of cultural buildings (Cultural
Community Centers in the aggregated localities)
Construction of shelters in 23 mass transit stations

Considering of sustainability and energy standards,
regional materials and lokal craftmanship
Shelter buildings in timber construction, wood from
regional harvesting
Take care for facilities to store the energy, esp.
power-to-gas or power to-liquid stations. Making
shure to provide additional land for extension

Establishing a photovoltaic park with a nominal
capacity of 10 Mwh on a special land for the
production of photovoltaic electrical power in Sigmir
area.

Shelter buildings in timber construction, wood from
regional harvesting
Preparations for the job of the Energy-Supervisor
starting in the year 2020 who can take his seat in
the planned center

Start of a Planting programm for some 30 years

Restoration of Sugălete Assembly, since 2015

Construction with natural materials, local
craftsmanship
Most of the bicyle lanes can be done by
Rearrangement of existing street-surface, it’s a
program for realistic 10 years

Fortification of Bistrita Burg: Marking the Fortified
City Wall route, including the refurbishment of
Medieval Gates (PIDU Project – Stage 2), since
2015
Landscaping the Bistrita River banks
Ongoing activity until 2022: Elimination of
overground natural gas pipelines
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Planting energy willows on min. 10 ha surface area

Gradual construction of bike lanes connecting the
residential, commercial, industrial, leisure, tourist
areas and the localities to Bistrita Municipality (min
80 km)
















Local Development Strategy 2010-2030

Energy Road Map
Organisation
Meeting of a control group for the realisation of the
planned measures of the Annual Energy Book
Examination of the Annual Energy Book and of the
action plans
Cooperation with energy-related associations like
AGIR, organisation of speaking engagements and
presentations
Mobility strategy, revision Studiu de Trafic
Implemention of a comprehensive network of cycle
paths and ensurance of the quality of sidewalks
Energy potential of wood in the regional forests as
far as the wood is not required for the regional
construction activity, is largely used
Energy-efficiency in structural and land use plans as
well as in planning projects
The traffic flow is stabilized at a low speed level and
optimized in terms of energy consumption
Pedestrian and bicycle traffic and public transport
should be given priority. Parking for (fuel-driven)
cars will be reduced and managed to a minimum
Energy and climate-related characteristic quantities
in public buildings will continuously be collected and
published
Supporting of infiltration and retention of rainwater
Training and Information of administration
employees about economical and environmentally
friendly use of energy at the workplace and in the
area of responsibility

Production of an action plan for cluster development Considering of sustainability and energy standards
Assessment of the natural capital of Bistrita
Municipality and set up of a network of protected
areas in order to cover the entire range of
ecosystems in Bistrita and the aggregated localities

2018
















Integration of energy plants into the ecosystems



Elaboration and provision of complex eco-tourism
programmes envisaging /integrating the natural
reservations near Bistrita



Provision of technical and infrastructure equipment
specific to the business, conference and expo
tourism (e.g. conference, business meeting rooms,
technical equipment, translators, secretariat and
printing activities) within the existing or newly
established firms



Infrastructure projects under „Renewal of Bistrita
Municipality’s Historical Center” Public policy
Ongoing Activity until 2022: Project on the
elimination of overground data-, phone- and
communication- and electricity lines



Communication
Consultations with the County Bistrita-Nasaud about
ideas and development in the energy sector
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Information of the City Council and related actors
about the implementation of the Annual Energy
Book and the energy-related activities
Campaign in the schools and organizations and on
the Internet: "Energy- private investigators":
Publication of good local practice and show of
improvement potentials
Report on the development of the energy
consumption of the vehicle fleet and public transport
in the city
Elaboration of a concept for energy communication
Initiating promotional, media and public awareness
actions on the existence and value of the natural
tourism attractions envisaged by tourism circuits

Combining the proposed activities with the
promotion of energy-saving mobility

Study visit projects in tourism with the twin cities

No more study visits in tourism from the year 2018
on
Promotion campaign on the development objectives No support form the year 2018 on for further
provided in the new Town Planning per areas
development of new areas
Structural Measures
Planting programm for Energy plants

Slătinita holiday camp consisting in the construction
of a leisure lake and accommodation facilities.
Equipping the public buildings owned by the
Municipality with renewable energy installations
(solar, geothermal) (city hall’s administrative
buildings + 10 educational units)
Rehabilitation and upgrade of Kindergarten no. 11,
on Zimbrului street, Bistrita
Rehabilitation and upgrade of Kindergarten no. 12,
on Andrei Muresanu street, Bistrita
Rehabilitation and upgrade of Kindergarten no. 13,
on Petre Ispirescu street, Bistrita
Rehabilitation and upgrade of Kindergarten no. 14,
on Rodnei street, Bistrita
Rehabilitation and upgrade of Kindergarten no. 3, on
Stefan cel Mare street, Bistrita
Rehabilitation and upgrade of Kindergarten no. 6, on
Cerbului street, Bistrita
Rehabilitation and upgrade of Sarata Kindergarten
Rehabilitation and upgrade of Viisoara Kindergarten
Setting a specialized tourist transport system in the
city
Setting a Respiro Center for seriously mentally
challenged people
Setting a specialized Medical center for drug
consumers
Fitting out the Schifferberg leisure area (Codrisor)
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Upgrading the public lighting by using LEDTechnology
Instead: Focus on the rehabilitation and reactivation
of Lacul de agrement
Equipping the public buildings owned by the
Municipality with renewable energy installations
(solar, geothermal) (city hall’s administrative
buildings + 10 educational units)
Considering of sustainability and energy standards,
regional materials and lokal craftmanship
Considering of sustainability and energy standards,
regional materials and local craftmanship
Considering of sustainability and energy standards,
regional materials and local craftmanship
Considering of sustainability and energy standards,
regional materials and local craftmanship
Considering of sustainability and energy standards,
regional materials and local craftmanship
Considering of sustainability and energy standards,
regional materials and local craftmanship
Considering of sustainability and energy standards,
regional materials and local craftmanship
Considering of sustainability and energy standards,
regional materials and local craftmanship
Inclusion of cycling, perhaps "pedicabs"
If a new building is required: Timber construction,
wood from regional harvesting
If a new building is required: Timber construction,
wood from regional harvesting
Realisation of measures regarding lean tourism




























Rehabilitation of ornamental and architectural
lighting (by replacing damaged poles with vintage
type lighting pillars, integration of urban street
furniture, provision of pavement lights, assembling
urban furniture with ornaments presenting the city
emblem
Setting an Adult Professional Education Center
focused on training courses in the fields with deficits
on the labour market (tourism, food industry,
services, commerce, constructions)

no extensive illumination, lights with emphasis on
typical features of the building with energy-saving
means

Upgrading 35 streets, stage 4, since 2016

Development standards depending on the energy
balance of the settlement unit, the denser and more
energetic, the higher the standard, the shorter the
rehabilitation cycle

Setting a Permanent Center for Dental Practitioners
in Bistrita Municipality
Building a „TinCamp” – youth center /camp
(including bedrooms and cafeteria; Conference and
projection rooms, classrooms, spectacle room,
creation workshops, etc.; Multifunctional playfield,
rooms fitted for thematic camps; research and
information center

If a new building: Timber construction, regional
harvesting
Instead of a new building with local reference:
Realisation of an international Youth hostel,
considering of sustainability and energy standards,
regional materials and local craftmanship

Construction of new bridges and pedestrian-bridges
over Bistrita River: Viisoara, Zăvoaie,
Independentei, Poligon-MHC

Realisation as timber bridges, wood from regional
harvesting

Ongoing activity until 2022: Elimination of
overground natural gas pipelines
Rehabilitation of Dogari Coopers Tower
Expansion of the electricity supply infrastructure in
areas where it partially exists


Organisation of Courses in existing public buildings,
for instance in form of evening school courses.
Result: better occupancy rate of the buildings
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Local Development Strategy 2010-2030

Energy Road Map
Organisation
Meeting of a control group for the realisation of the
planned measures of The Annual Energy Book
Examination of the Annual Energy Book and of the
action plans
Revision of the energy-related strategies and
policies in preparation of the five-year update cycle
of The Annual Energy Book in the next year
Cooperation with energy-related associations like
AGIR, organisation of speaking engagements and
presentations
Implementation of the position of an energy
supervisor who controls the realisation of the
measures of the Energetic Yearbook from 2020 on
Mobility strategy, revision Studiu de Trafic

Expansion of drinking water distribution
infrastructure in the areas where it is absent
Elaboration of development plans for these
locations including: Signposting and information
panels in the best locations, mapping circuits,
fitting out rest facilities, placing bins along the
routes
Ongoing activity until the year 2022: Project on the
elimination of underground data-, phone- and
communication- and electricity lines
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Energy and climate-related characteristic figures in
public buildings will continuously be collected and
published



Energy-efficiency in structural and land use plans as
well as in planning projects
Supporting of infiltration and retention of rainwater

Elaborating the economic development,
competitiveness and innovation policy, and
configuration of the corresponding interconnected
partnerships



Implemention of a comprehensive network of cycle
paths and ensurance of the quality of sidewalks
Energy potential of wood in the regional forests as
far as the wood is not required for the regional
construction activity, is largely used

The traffic flow is stabilized at a low speed level and
optimized in terms of energy consumption
Pedestrian and bicycle traffic and public transport is
given priority. Parking for (fuel-driven) cars is
reduced and managed to a minimum

Improving the waste management system through
elaboration of economic and financial mechanisms
enabling the organization of an integrated
management based on convenient taxes for
citizens to reduce the waste quantity and cover the
controlled collection

2019


Improving the waste management system through
elaboration of economic and financial mechanisms
enabling the organization of an integrated
management based on convenient taxes for citizens
to reduce the waste quantity and cover the
controlled collection
















Communication
Consultations with the County Bistrita-Nasaud about
ideas and development in the energy sector
Excange of ideas in the energy sector with the
Ministry of Energy in Romania
Report on the vehicle fleet management, driving
performance, sort of primary energy and
consumption to the city council
Promotion campaign on the development
objectives provided in the new Town Planning per
areas
Study visit projects in tourism with the twin cities

No more study visits in tourism

Planting programm for Energy plants

Rehabilitation of the Dendrologic Park within Liviu
Rebreanu National College of Bistrita, with 8.525
sq m surface area





No development of new areas

Structural Measures

Replacing the classic heating systems with
geothermal fuel – heat pumps and solar panels for
domestic hot water in seven kindergartens



Upgrading the public lighting by using LEDTechnology
Replacing the classic heating systems with
geothermal fuel – heat pumps and solar panels for
domestic hot water in seven kindergartens.
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Local Development Strategy 2010-2030

Energy Road Map
Organisation
Meeting of a control group for the realisation of the
planned measures of The Annual Energy Book
Examination of The Annual Energy Book and of the
action plans
Cooperation with energy-related associations like
AGIR, organisation of speaking engagements and
presentations
First revision of The Annual Energy Book
Start of the work of the energy supervisor
Implementation of the bistrita energy seal,
combination with a energy competition every five
years
Development of pilot projects for innovative energy
production and use in collaboration with various
promoters and funders
Energy-efficiency in structural and land use plans as
well as in planning projects
Energy potential of wood in the regional forests as far
as the wood is not required for the regional
construction activity, is largely used
The use of energy sources is prioritized in
accordance with the criteria of sustainability
Incentives for energy saving and the efficient use of
energy are set
Energy and climate-related characteristic figures in
public buildings are continuously collected and
published
Use of environmentally friendly energy systems (low
greenhouse gas emissions) is supported with the
energy seal as well as advantages in mobility and
energy services
Mobility strategy, revision Studiu de Trafic

Production of green electricity and biomass fuels by
third parties is supported
Shopping and leisure uses should be more easily
accessible by bus. With improving accessibility by
walking and cycling, the local supply is strengthened
indirectly

Production of green electricity and biomass fuels by
third parties is supported
Shopping and leisure uses should be more easily
accessible by bus. With improving accessibility by
walking and cycling, the local supply is strengthened
indirectly.

Balance between the efficient use of energy, the use Balance between the efficient use of energy, the use
of renewable energies and the monument protection of renewable energies and the monument protection
and conservation of the cityscape
and conservation of the cityscape
Promoting the electrical power production by
renewable energy storage (up to 10 kw power
capacity), tax exemption and various facilities for
both natural persons and legal entities, in order to
ensure the energy-independence from the classical
power supply
Procurement of bicycles and making them available
to the citizens and tourists in Bistrita Municipality
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2020





















Increasing the capacity of local energy storage to 50
kw


Procurement of bicycles and making them available
to the citizens and tourists in Bistrita Municipality



Training and Information of administration employees
about economical and environmentally friendly use of
energy at the workplace and in their area of
responsibility
Counteract increasing land use with guidelines in
leasing agreements, construction contracts and
housing actions



Qualifying personnel for all-day kindergartens
depending on children age groups
Development of a tourism cluster (Project: Setting
active cooperation relations between travel
agencies, specialized companies, schools,
authorities, etc. to include Bistrita in the specific
regional and national tourism programmes





Inclusion of the Medieval intramural fields in the
leisure areas by planting green belts, hedge plants
and enabling the pedestrian access in order to link
the NW part of the historical center to the Municipal
Park



Ongoing activity until the year 2022: Project on the
elimination of underground data-, phone- and
communication- and electricity lines
Communication
Consultations with the County Bistrita-Nasaud about
ideas and development in the energy sector
Information of the City Council and related actors
about the implementation of The Annual Energy Book
and the energy-related activities
Report on the development of the energy
consumption of the vehicle fleet and public transport
in the city
Eco network demo project: Eco School - Eco Market Eco network demo project: Eco School - Eco Market
– exclusive Photovoltaic street lighting, Eco
– exclusive Photovoltaic street lighting, Eco
playgrounds, Eco vehicle stations
playgrounds, Eco vehicle stations
Promotion campaign on the development objectives
provided in the new Town Planning per areas
Study visit projects in tourism with the twin cities



No development of new areas
No more study visits in tourism

Professional training of disabled people/their
attendants /Roma people for labour market
reinsertion











Stimulating and supporting private investments to
connect the city to the large internet networks,
particularly the broadband ones, by involving the
local authorities in partnerships with the private
sector in order to develop the IT specific
infrastructure
Actions that combine relevant sports events
Structural Measures
Implemention of a comprehensive network of cycle
paths and ensurance of the quality of sidewalks
Extension of rainwater sewage system in combination
with rainwater usage
Planting programm for Energy plants
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Upgrading the public lighting by using LEDTechnology
Implementing technical measures to reduce the
waste quantity based on a waste flow survey
produced after commissioning the waste
management system that monitors the quantity and
quality of the produced waste

Implementing technical measures to reduce the
waste quantity based on a waste flow survey
produced after commissioning the waste
management system that monitors the quantity and
quality of the produced waste

The municipal organic waste and biomass waste
from urban green areas and farms are used in
municipal facilities for the production of fuels and
combustibles

The municipal organic waste and biomass waste from
urban green areas and farms are used in municipal
facilities for the production of fuels and combustibles

Developing a biomass power plant delivering 4-10
MWh power
Rehabilitation of the contaminated site– Thermal
heating plant
Replacing the classic water heating system with
biomass power generation plants in the new
neighbourhoods (ANL, social housing, Viisoara)

Raising the capacity of local biomass plants in
connection with additional land for biomass
Rehabilitation of the contaminated site– Thermal
heating plant
Replacing the classic water heating system with
biomass power generation plants in the new
neighbourhoods (ANL, social housing, Viisoara)

Replacing the thermal heat generation station on
methane gas from the city greenhouse with a new
one that uses biomass

Replacing the thermal heat generation station on
methane gas from the city greenhouse with a new
one that uses biomass

Auditing the local biodiversity

Auditing the local biodiversity

Cleaning the Bistrita river water using proper
technologies or by setting a settlement area in the
up-stream of Bistrita river.

Waifer of new settlement areas

Improving the energy performance of the buildings
in the third sector by improving the air conditioning
and the climate control systems, thermal insulation
and application of building automation technologies

Retrofitting of buildings with passive heating and
cooling systems, abandonment of regular air
conditioning. Operation of electrical air conditioning
systems only when regenerative energy is generated
in the region, the instrument seal of the energy

Upgrading the boulevards: Independentei,
Republicii, Decebal
Construction of new bridges and foot-bridges over
Bistrita River: Viisoara, Zăvoaie, Independentei,
Poligon-MHC.

Upgrading of important streets only in combination
with realisation of bicycle lanes
Timber bridges, regional harvesting and craftmanship

Establishing the “House of Nature” Multifunctional
Center for: educational, conference center, cocktail,
Plastic arts exhibition purposes etc. in Schullerwald
Forest

Not realising a new building in the woods, because of
the necessary transport facilities, the cable
infrastructure and the costs for maintenance. If
necessary, building in timber construction on the
periphery, perhaps combination with international
youth hostel















Expansion of the sewerage system in the areas
Checking the possibility of the installation of heat
where it is absent (Burgului street, Cantonului street, exchangers in sewers
Drumul Dumitrei Nou, Subcetate street, Valea
Ghinzii street, etc.) to improve the citizens’ life
quality
Construction of deceleration lanes along the NorthSouth axis (DN17)
Rehabilitation and upgrade of the Gym and Wing B
within the Elementary school no. 1 Bistrita,
Procurement phase

Deceleration lanes only in segments of the street,
where high speed is allowed
Considering of sustainability and energy standards,
regional materials and local craftmanship

Rehabilitation of the Elementary School No. 2,
Wings A and B and Gym, Bistrita, Procurement
phase

Considering of sustainability and energy standards,
regional materials and local craftmanship
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Rehabilitation of the Gym and Wing B within the
Elementary school no. 3 - Avram Iancu - Bistrita 1
Decembrie street, Procurement phase

Considering of sustainability and energy standards,
regional materials and local craftmanship

Rehabilitation of the Gym and main building within
Considering of sustainability and energy standards,
the Elementary school no. 5 - Lucian Blaga - Bistrita regional materials and local craftmanship
8 Garoafei street. Procurement phase
Rehabilitation of Wings A,B and C, Elementary
school no. 4 , Procurement phase
Construction of pedestrian foot tunnels in the main
road junctions with major traffic problems: Petru
Rares Square with Republicii Blvd., Independentei
Blvd. with Gării street, Republicii Blvd. with Gării
street, G - ral Grigore Bălan street

Considering of sustainability and energy standards,
regional materials and local craftmanship
Complete abandonment of pedestrian underpasses.
Realisation of traffic lights, preference of cyclists and
pedestrians crossing. In exceptional cases pedestrian
bridges in timber construction, wood from regional
harvesting, local craftmanship







Landscaping the effluents of Bistrita river: Slătinita
Valley, Castailor Valley, Rusului Valley, Ghinzii
Valley



Setting a public information center for the promotion
of occupation and at the relevant institutions able to
support individuals to reinsert on the labor market



Setting two switch points for merchandise and
passenger transportation
Elimination of overground natural gas pipelines
Tourism and energetic development of MHC area,
landscaping for tourism and promenade purposes
Upgrading the streets in the following 6 localities:
Viisoara, Unirea, Slătinita, Sigmir, Ghinda, Sărata.
Works to Bistrita River basin on Kaufland – Sărata
sector
Fitting out the ”Dealul Târgului” Chalet
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Local Development Strategy 2010-2030

Energy Road Map
Organisation
Meeting of a control group for the realisation of the
planned measures of The Annual Energy Book
Examination of The Annual Energy Book and of the
action plans
Creation of a consistent basis and of tools for the
evaluation of energy-related projects
Cooperation with energy-related associations like
AGIR, organisation of speaking engagements and
presentations






Implementation of the bistrita energy seal,
combination with a energy competition every five
years



Development of parking regulations in the inner city
area and compact quarters with the preference of
energetically positive mobility



Development of pilot projects for innovative energy
production and use in collaboration with various
promoters and funders



Development of an accounting model to quantify the
total cities energy consumption
Inner City duty travels of the administration are
handled at least by 25 % by public transport,
bicycles or on food from now on
Arrangement of target agreements with home
owners about the energy efficiency of houses with
timelines, per year for at least 5,000 square meters
of facade
Counteract increasing land use with guidelines in
leasing agreements, construction contracts and
housing actions
The municipal organic waste and biomass waste
from urban green areas and farms are used in
municipal facilities for the production of fuels and
combustibles
The use of energy sources are prioritized in
accordance with the criteria of sustainability
Production of green electricity and biomass fuels by
third parties is supported
Shopping and leisure uses should be more easily
accessible by bus. With improving accessibility by
walking and cycling, the local supply is strengthened
indirectly
Balance between the efficient use of energy, the use
of renewable energies and the monument protection
and conservation of the cityscape
Use of environmentally friendly energy systems (low
greenhouse gas emissions) is supported with the
energy seal as well as advantages in mobility and
energy services
For energy sources incentives for energy saving and
the efficient use of energy are set
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2021


















Procurement of bicycles and making them available
to the citizens and tourists in Bistrita Municipality
Energy potential of wood in the regional forests as
far as the wood is not required for the regional
construction activity, is largely used

Procurement of bicycles and making them available
to the citizens and tourists in Bistrita Municipality
Energy potential of wood in the regional forests as
far as the wood is not required for the regional
construction activity, is largely used

Promoting Bistrita river as a leisure area through
cultural, sports and environmental activities
Project on the elimination of overground data-,
phone- and communication- and electricity lines until
2022
Communication
Consultations with the County Bistrita-Nasaud about
ideas and development in the energy sector
Statistic for the primary energy consumption and
greenhouse gas emission, Report to the City
Council
Structural Measures
Planting programm for Energy plants
Extension of rainwater sewage system in
combination with rainwater usage
Upgrading the public lighting by using LEDTechnology
“Construction of “Liviu Rebreanu” Boarding school of Realization as timber construction, wood from
Bistrita”
regional harvesting and local craftmanship
Elimination of overground natural gas pipelines
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Local Development Strategy 2010-2030

Energy Road Map
Organisation
Meeting of a control group for the realisation of the
planned measures of The Annual Energy Book
Examination of The Annual Energy Book and of the
action plans
Cooperation with energy-related associations like
AGIR, organisation of speaking engagements and
presentations
Negotiations with companies about target
agreements relating to energy efficiency
Development of parking regulations in the inner city
area and condensed quarters with the preference of
energetically positive mobility
Development of pilot projects for innovative energy
production and use in collaboration with various
promoters and funders
Works on Heat Supply Concept 2050
Development of an accounting model to quantify the
total cities energy consumption
Training and Information of administration
employees about economical and environmentally
friendly use of energy at the workplace and in their
area of responsibility












Energy potential of wood in the regional forests as
far as the wood is not required for the regional
construction activity, is largely used



The use of energy sources is prioritized in
accordance with the criteria of sustainability
Production of green electricity and biomass fuels by
third parties is supported
Use of environmentally friendly energy systems (low
greenhouse gas emissions) is supported with the
energy seal as well as advantages in mobility and
energy services
Balance between the efficient use of energy, the
use of renewable energies and the monument
protection and conservation of the cityscape
For energy sources incentives for energy saving
and the efficient use of energy are set
Supporting of infiltration and retention of rainwater
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Counteract increasing land use with guidelines in
leasing agreements, construction contracts and
housing actions

Shopping and leisure uses should be more easily
accessible by bus. With improving accessibility by
walking and cycling, the local supply is
strengthened indirectly.

The municipal organic waste and biomass waste
from urban green areas and farms are used in
municipal facilities for the production of fuels and
combustibles

2022


The municipal organic waste and biomass waste
from urban green areas and farms are used in
municipal facilities for the production of fuels and
combustibles











Procurement of bicycles and making them available
to the citizens and tourists in Bistrita Municipality
Last year of the project on the elimination of
overground data-, phone- and communication- and
electricity lines

Procurement of bicycles and making them available
to the citizens and tourists in Bistrita Municipality

Communication
Consultations with the County Bistrita-Nasaud about
ideas and development in the energy sector
Information of the City Council and related actors
about the implementation of The Annual Energy
Book and the energy-related activities
Report on the development of the energy
consumption of the vehicle fleet and public transport
in the city
Structural Measures
Planting programm for Energy plants

Fitting out the inner courtyards as commercial areas
and services with access to the streets/markets in
the central part of the city

Extension of rainwater sewage system in
combination with rainwater usage
Upgrading the public lighting by using LEDTechnology
Rehabilitation in energy efficiency of private homes
with at least 5,000 square meters facade
Considering of sustainability and energy standards

If a new building is required: Timber construction,
wood from regional harvesting and local
craftmanship
Setting an Evaluation and Training Center for Young If a new building is required: Timber construction,
Craftsmen, generally entitled the „Trades’ House”(
wood from regional harvesting and local
development of youth programmes for insertion on
craftmanship
the labour market, running campaigns to change the
mentality, etc)














Setting a Center for Domestic Violence Victims

Elimination of overground natural gas pipelines
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Local Development Strategy 2010-2030

Energy Road Map
Organisation
Meeting of a control group for the realisation of the
planned measures of The Annual Energy Book
Examination of The Annual Energy Book and of the
action plans
Cooperation with energy-related associations like
AGIR, organisation of speaking engagements and
presentations
Development of pilot projects for innovative energy
production and use in collaboration with various
promoters and funders
Works on Heat Suply Concept 2050
Arrangement of target agreements with home
owners about the energy efficiency of houses with
timelines, per year for at least 5,000 square meters
of facade
Communication
Statistic for the primary energy consumption and
greenhouse gas emission, Report to the City
Council
Consultations with the County Bistrita-Nasaud about
ideas and development in the energy sector
Structural Measures
Planting programm for Energy plants
Extension of rainwater sewage system in
combination with rainwater usage
Upgrading the public lighting by using LEDTechnology
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2023














Local Development Strategy 2010-2030

Energy Road Map
Organisation
Meeting of a control group for the realisation of the
planned measures of The Annual Energy Book
Examination of The Annual Energy Book and of the
action plans
Revision of the energy-related strategies and
policies in preparation of the five-year cycle of
update of The Annual Energy Book in the next year
Negotiations with companies about target
agreements relating to energy efficiency
Development of pilot projects for innovative energy
production and use in collaboration with various
promoters and funders
Resolution on the Heat Suply Concept 2050
Works on Power Suply Concept 2050
Training and Information of administration
employees about economical and environmentally
friendly use of energy in the workplace and in their
area of responsibility

2024










Communication
Information of the City Council and related actors
about the implementation of The Annual Energy
Book and the energy-related activities
Excange of ideas in the energy sector with the
Ministry of Energy in Romania
Consultations with the County Bistrita-Nasaud about
ideas and development in the energy sector
Report on the development of the energy
consumption of the vehicle fleet and public transport
in the city






Structural Measures
Planting programm for Energy plants
Rearrangement of the cable networks for energy
supply according to the changing characteristics of
the energy supply (Energy Supply Concept 2050)
Realisation of new facilities for energy storage either
as power-to-gas- or power-to-fuel-plants
Extension of rainwater sewage system in
combination with rainwater usage
Upgrading the public lighting by using LEDTechnology
Rehabilitation in energy efficiency of private homes
with at least 5,000 square meters facade
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Local Development Strategy 2010-2030

Energy Road Map
Organisation
Meeting of a control group for the realisation of the
planned measures of The Annual Energy Book
Examination of The Annual Energy Book and of the
action plans
Second revision of The Annual Energy Book
Cooperation with energy-related associations like
AGIR, organisation of speaking engagements and
presentations
Development of pilot projects for innovative energy
production and use in collaboration with various
promoters and funders
Works on Power Suply Concept 2050
Arrangement of target agreements with home
owners about the energy efficiency of houses with
timelines, per year for at least 5,000 square meters
of facade
Counteract increasing land use with guidelines in
leasing agreements, construction contracts and
housing actions
Use of environmentally friendly energy systems (low
greenhouse gas emissions) is supported with the
energy seal as well as advantages in mobility and
energy services
Energy potential of wood in the regional forests as
far as the wood is not required for the regional
construction activity, is largely used
The use of energy sources is prioritized in
accordance with the criteria of sustainability
Shopping and leisure uses should be more easily
accessible by bus. With improving accessibility by
walking and cycling, the local supply is
strengthened indirectly
Balance between the efficient use of energy, the
use of renewable energies and the monument
protection and conservation of the cityscape
For energy sources incentives for energy saving
and the efficient use of energy are set
Procurement of bicycles and making them available
to the citizens and tourists in Bistrita Municipality

Procurement of bicycles and making them available
to the citizens and tourists in Bistrita Municipality
Projects on combined tourism and sports/leisure
programmes
Communication

Consultations with the County Bistrita-Nasaud about
ideas and development in the energy sector
Statistic for the primary energy consumption and
greenhouse gas emission, Report to the City
Council
Structural Measures
Planting programm for Energy plants
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Distribution networks of district heating supply are to
be installed according to Heat Supply Concept 2050
Rearrangement of the cable networks for energy
supply according to the changing characteristics of
the energy supply (Energy Supply Concept 2050)

Setting a farm and industrial logistic park to serve
the manufacturers in the peripheries and the
consumers from the municipality
Waste water treatment plant and sewerage system
in the aggregated locality Slatinita and in Sărata

Extension of rainwater sewage system in
combination with rainwater usage
Upgrading the public lighting by using LEDTechnology
Considering of sustainability and energy standards,
e.g. electromobile lories, cargo bikes
Consider gas generation plant at the sewage
treatment plant, possibly supplemented by other
components such as solar energy, wind

Relocation of gas pressure regulating /metering
May be no longer required by generating
station on Drumul Cetătii street outside the built area sustainable energy
of Bistrita Municipality
Construction of new under and over ground parking
areas adjacent to the Historical Center and in the
collective housing areas: Mihai Eminescu,
Bistricioarei, Petre Ispirescu, Piata Decebal, Str.
Gării, Piata Independentei Nord, Aleea Iasomiei.

No underground garages, if at all car parks,
collective garages near the railway-line

Construction of a junction ring between DN 17 and
Simion Mândrescu street
Transforming the existing beltway (Drumul Cetătii)
into a city street (technical class II – expansion to 4
lanes) and extension (beltway in Unirea
Neighbourhood) to Livezile Commune in order to
improve the traffic flow in the aggregated localities

Check whether this connection is still required after
the change of the urban mobility
Upgrading of the road to accommodate the through
traffic. A distinction of through lanes and local urban
lanes is reasonable

Setting a counselling and social care center for
Roma people in need that should also have a
representative of the Roma community.
Fitting out the ”Tabără” Chalet
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Local Development Strategy 2010-2030

Energy Road Map
Organisation
Meeting of a control group for the realisation of the
planned measures of the Annual Energy Book
Examination of the Annual Energy Book and of the
action plans
Cooperation with energy-related associations like
AGIR, organisation of speaking engagements and
presentations
Energy competition in combination with bistrita
energy seal standard
Negotiations with companies about target
agreements relating to energy efficiency
Development of pilot projects for innovative energy
production and use in collaboration with various
promoters and funders
Resolution on Power Suply Concept 2050
Training and Information of administration
employees about economical and environmentally
friendly use of energy at the workplace and in their
area of responsibility
Inner City duty travels of the administration are
handled at least by 30% by public transport, bicycles
or on food from now on
Counteract increasing land use with guidelines in
leasing agreements, construction contracts and
housing actions
Use of environmentally friendly energy systems (low
greenhouse gas emissions) is supported with the
energy seal as well as advantages in mobility and
energy services
Energy potential of wood in the regional forests as
far as the wood is not required for the regional
construction activity, is largely used
Shopping and leisure uses should be more easily
accessible by bus. With improving accessibility by
walking and cycling, the local supply is strengthened
indirectly
Balance between the efficient use of energy, the use
of renewable energies and the monument protection
and conservation of the cityscape
For energy sources incentives for energy saving and
the efficient use of energy are set
Communication
Consultations with the County Bistrita-Nasaud about
ideas and development in the energy sector
Information of the City Council and related actors
about the implementation of The Annual Energy
Book and the energy-related activities
Report on the development of the energy
consumption of the vehicle fleet and public transport
in the city
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Structural measures
Planting programm for Energy plants
Distribution networks of district heating supply are to
be installed according to Heat Supply Concept 2050
Rearrangement of the cable networks for energy
supply according to the changing characteristics of
the energy supply (Energy Supply Concept 2050)
Realisation of new facilities for heat supply
according to Heat Supply Concept 2050
Extension of rainwater sewage system in
combination with rainwater usage
Upgrading the public lighting by using LEDTechnology
Rehabilitation in energy efficiency of private homes
with at least 5,000 square meters facade
Setting the “Piata cartii / Book Market” (to operate,
for example, in the Piata Mică or in the passages,
Spiru Haret)
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Local Development Strategy 2010-2030

Energy Road Map
Organisation
Meeting of a control group for the realisation of the
planned measures of the Annual Energy Book
Examination of the Annual Energy Book and of the
action plans
Cooperation with energy-related associations like
AGIR, organisation of speaking engagements and
presentations
Development of pilot projects for innovative energy
production and use in collaboration with various
promoters and funders
Arrangement of target agreements with home
owners about the energy efficiency of houses with
timelines, per year for at least 5,000 square meters
of facade
Communication
Statistic for the primary energy consumption and
greenhouse gas emission, Report to the City
Council
Consultations with the County Bistrita-Nasaud about
ideas and development in the energy sector
Structural Measures
Planting programm for Energy plants
Distribution networks of district heating supply are to
be installed according to Heat Supply Concept 2050
Rearrangement of the cable networks for energy
supply according to the changing characteristics of
the energy supply (Energy Supply Concept 2050)
Extension of rainwater sewage system in
combination with rainwater usage
Upgrading the public lighting by using LEDTechnology
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Local Development Strategy 2010-2030

Energy Road Map
Organisation
Meeting of a control group for the realisation of the
planned measures of the Annual Energy Book
Examination of the Annual Energy Book and of the
action plans
Cooperation with energy-related associations like
AGIR, organisation of speaking engagements and
presentations
Negotiations with companies about target
agreements relating to energy efficiency
Development of pilot projects for innovative energy
production and use in collaboration with various
promoters and funders
Training and Information of administration
employees about economical and environmentally
friendly use of energy at the workplace and in their
area of responsibility
Counteract increasing land use with guidelines in
leasing agreements, construction contracts and
housing actions
Use of environmentally friendly energy systems (low
greenhouse gas emissions) is supported with the
energy seal as well as advantages in mobility and
energy services
Energy potential of wood in the regional forests as
far as the wood is not required for the regional
construction activity, is largely used
Shopping and leisure uses should be more easily
accessible by bus. With improving accessibility by
walking and cycling, the local supply is strengthened
indirectly.
Balance between the efficient use of energy, the use
of renewable energies and the monument protection
and conservation of the cityscape
For energy sources incentives for energy saving and
the efficient use of energy are set
Communication
Consultations with the County Bistrita-Nasaud about
ideas and development in the energy sector
Information of the City Council and related actors
about the implementation of The Annual Energy
Book and the energy-related activities
Report on the development of the energy
consumption of the vehicle fleet and public transport
in the city
Structural Measures
Planting programm for Energy plants
Distribution networks of district heating supply are to
be installed according to Heat Supply Concept 2050
Rearrangement of the cable networks for energy
supply according to the changing characteristics of
the energy supply (Energy Supply Concept 2050)
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Road bridge in Valea Ghinzii - Unirea area to
connect DJ 173 (Valea Jelnei) and DN 17 in Unirea
locality

54

Realisation of new facilities for energy production
from biomass
Extension of rainwater sewage system in
combination with rainwater usage
Upgrading the public lighting by using new forms of
technology, like OLED
Road bridge with a high proportion of low-energy
materials (wood, etc.)






Local Development Strategy 2010-2030

Energy Road Map
Organisation
Meeting of a control group for the realisation of the
planned measures of the Annual Energy Book
Examination of the Annual Energy Book and of the
action plans
Revision of the energy-related strategies and
policies in preparation of the five-year cycle of
update of The Annual Energy Book in the next year
Cooperation with energy-related associations like
AGIR, organisation of speaking engagements and
presentations
Development of pilot projects for innovative energy
production and use in collaboration with various
promoters and funders
Review and update of Heat Suply Concept 2050
Inner City duty travels of the administration are
handled at least by 35% by public transport, bicycles
or on food from now on
Arrangement of target agreements with home
owners about the energy efficiency of houses with
timelines, per year for at least 5,000 square meters
of facade
Communication
Statistic for the primary energy consumption and
greenhouse gas emission, Report to the City
Council
Excange of ideas in the energy sector with the
Ministry of Energy in Romania
Consultations with the County Bistrita-Nasaud about
ideas and development in the energy sector
Structural Measures
Planting programm for Energy plants
Distribution networks of district heating supply are to
be installed according to Heat Supply Concept 2050
Rearrangement of the cable networks for energy
supply according to the changing characteristics of
the energy supply (Energy Supply Concept 2050)
Realisation of new facilities for heat supply
according to Heat Supply Concept 2050
Extension of rainwater sewage system in
combination with rainwater usage
Upgrading the public lighting by using new forms of
technology, like OLED
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Local Development Strategy 2010-2030

Energy Road Map
Organisation
Meeting of a control group for the realisation of the
planned measures of the Annual Energy Book
Examination of the Annual Energy Book and of the
action plans
Third revision of the Annual Energy Book
Cooperation with energy-related associations like
AGIR, organisation of speaking engagements and
presentations
Negotiations with companies about target
agreements relating to energy efficiency
Development of pilot projects for innovative energy
production and use in collaboration with various
promoters and funders
Training and Information of administration
employees about economical and environmentally
friendly use of energy at the workplace and in their
area of responsibility
Counteract increasing land use with guidelines in
leasing agreements, construction contracts and
housing actions
Promotion and support of the Municipality’s
competitiveness pole.
Energy potential of wood in the regional forests as
far as the wood is not required for the regional
construction activity, is largely used
Use of environmentally friendly energy systems
(low greenhouse gas emissions) is supported with
the energy seal as well as advantages in mobility
and energy services
Shopping and leisure uses should be more easily
accessible by bus. With improving accessibility by
walking and cycling, the local supply is
strengthened indirectly.
Balance between the efficient use of energy, the
use of renewable energies and the monument
protection and conservation of the cityscape
For energy sources incentives for energy saving
and the efficient use of energy are set

Development of economic clusters
Communication
Consultations with the County Bistrita-Nasaud
about ideas and development in the energy sector
Information of the City Council and related actors
about the implementation of The Annual Energy
Book and the energy-related activities
Report on the development of the energy
consumption of the vehicle fleet and public
transport in the city
Structural measures
Planting programm for Energy plants
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Distribution networks of district heating supply are
to be installed according to Heat Supply Concept
2050
Rearrangement of the cable networks for energy
supply according to the changing characteristics of
the energy supply (Energy Supply Concept 2050)

Environmental reforesting of damaged lands – other
areas (200 ha)
Construction of all-day kindergartens and
kindergartens to cover the current need for approx.
300 seats. Procurement Phase

Extension of rainwater sewage system in
combination with rainwater usage
Upgrading the public lighting by using new forms of
technology, like OLED
Rehabilitation in energy efficiency of private homes
with at least 5,000 square meters facade
Incorporate Energy plants into the reforesting
concept
Recalculation of the need with current population
projections

Linking the municipal park to Codrisor forest with 2
pedestrian and bike bridges, at least, in the stadium
area

Realization of one bridge, timber construction.
Rehabilitation of the existing bridge

Construction of an "Overground train" railway on
Sărătel - Livezile - Prundu Bargaului, onto the
existing railway infrastructure and re-organization of
mass transit routes and setting Sărătel station as
terminal train station

Check Light-Train concepts, first step with a shorter
line between Livezile and Viişoara

Construction of two student boarding facilities

Conversion of existing residential facilities for thie
purpose

Production of a needs assessment to identify the
academic learning needs not covered in the region,
in order to create the development potential of
Bistrita’s University Center
Setting treatment facilities with salty, sulphur and
thermal water to capitalise on the local natural
resources
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Energy Road Map
Organisation
Meeting of a control group for the realisation of the
planned measures of the Annual Energy Book
Examination of the Annual Energy Book and of the
action plans
Cooperation with energy-related associations like
AGIR, organisation of speaking engagements and
presentations
Energy competition in combination with bistrita
energy seal standard
Development of pilot projects for innovative energy
production and use in collaboration with various
promoters and funders
Review and update of Power Supply Concept 2050
Arrangement of target agreements with home
owners about the energy efficiency of houses with
timelines, per year for at least 5,000 square meters
of facade
Communication
Statistic for the primary energy consumption and
greenhouse gas emission, Report to the City
Council
Consultations with the County Bistrita-Nasaud about
ideas and development in the energy sector
Structural Measures
Planting programm for Energy plants
Distribution networks of district heating supply are to
be installed according to Heat Supply Concept 2050
Rearrangement of the cable networks for energy
supply according to the changing characteristics of
the energy supply (Energy Supply Concept 2050)
Realisation of new facilities for energy supply
according to Energy Supply Concept 2050
Upgrading the public lighting by using new forms of
technology, like OLED
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Energy Road Map
Organisation
Meeting of a control group for the realisation of the
planned measures of the Annual Energy Book
Examination of the Annual Energy Book and of the
action plans
Cooperation with energy-related associations like
AGIR, organisation of speaking engagements and
presentations
Negotiations with companies about target
agreements relating to energy efficiency
Development of pilot projects for innovative energy
production and use in collaboration with various
promoters and funders
Training and Information of administration
employees about economical and environmentally
friendly use of energy at the workplace and in their
area of responsibility
Communication
Information of the City Council and related actors
about the implementation of The Annual Energy
Book and the energy-related activities
Consultations with the County Bistrita-Nasaud about
ideas and development in the energy sector
Report on the development of the energy
consumption of the vehicle fleet and public transport
in the city
Structural Measures
Planting programm for Energy plants
Distribution networks of district heating supply are to
be installed according to Heat Supply Concept 2050
Rearrangement of the cable networks for energy
supply according to the changing characteristics of
the energy supply (Energy Supply Concept 2050)
Realisation of new facilities for heat supply
according to Heat Supply Concept 2050
Upgrading the public lighting by using new forms of
technology, like OLED
Rehabilitation in energy efficiency of private homes
with at least 5,000 square meters facade
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Energy Road Map
Organisation
Meeting of a control group for the realisation of the
planned measures of the Annual Energy Book
Examination of the Annual Energy Book and of the
action plans
Cooperation with energy-related associations like
AGIR, organisation of speaking engagements and
presentations
Development of pilot projects for innovative energy
production and use in collaboration with various
promoters and funders
Inner City duty travels of the administration are
handled at least by 40% by public transport, bicycles
or on food from now on
Arrangement of target agreements with home
owners about the energy efficiency of houses with
timelines, per year for at least 5,000 square meters
of facade
Communication
Statistic for the primary energy consumption and
greenhouse gas emission, Report to the City
Council
Consultations with the County Bistrita-Nasaud about
ideas and development in the energy sector
Report on the development of the energy
consumption of the vehicle fleet and public transport
in the city
Structural Measures
Planting programm for Energy plants
Distribution networks of district heating supply are to
be installed according to Heat Supply Concept 2050
Rearrangement of the cable networks for energy
supply according to the changing characteristics of
the energy supply (Energy Supply Concept 2050)
Realisation of new facilities for energy production
from biomass
Upgrading the public lighting by using new forms of
technology, like OLED
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Energy Road Map
Organisation
Meeting of a control group for the realisation of the
planned measures of the Annual Energy Book
Examination of the Annual Energy Book and of the
action plans
Revision of the energy-related strategies and
policies in preparation of the five-year cycle of
update of The Annual Energy Book in the next year
Cooperation with energy-related associations like
AGIR, organisation of speaking engagements and
presentations
Negotiations with companies about target
agreements relating to energy efficiency
Development of pilot projects for innovative energy
production and use in collaboration with various
promoters and funders
Review and update of Heat Suply Concept 2050
Training and Information of administration
employees about economical and environmentally
friendly use of energy at the workplace and in their
area of responsibility
Communication
Information of the City Council and related actors
about the implementation of The Annual Energy
Book and the energy-related activities
Excange of ideas in the energy sector with the
Ministry of Energy in Romania
Consultations with the County Bistrita-Nasaud about
ideas and development in the energy sector
Report on the development of the energy
consumption of the vehicle fleet and public transport
in the city
Structural Measures
Planting programm for Energy plants
Distribution networks of district heating supply are to
be installed according to Heat Supply Concept 2050
Realisation of new facilities for energy supply
according to Energy Supply Concept 2050
Upgrading the public lighting by using new forms of
technology, like OLED
Rehabilitation in energy efficiency of private homes
with at least 5,000 square meters facade
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Energy Road Map
Organisation
Meeting of a control group for the realisation of the
planned measures of the Annual Energy Book
Forth revision of the Annual Energy Book
Examination of the Annual Energy Book and of the
action plans
Cooperation with energy-related associations like
AGIR, organisation of speaking engagements and
presentations
Development of pilot projects for innovative energy
production and use in collaboration with various
promoters and funders
Arrangement of target agreements with home
owners about the energy efficiency of houses with
timelines, per year for at least 5,000 square meters
of facade
Communication
Statistic for the primary energy consumption and
greenhouse gas emission, Report to the City
Council
Consultations with the County Bistrita-Nasaud about
ideas and development in the energy sector
Report on the development of the energy
consumption of the vehicle fleet and public transport
in the city
Structural Measures
Distribution networks of district heating supply are to
be installed according to Heat Supply Concept 2050
Rearrangement of the cable networks for energy
supply according to the changing characteristics of
the energy supply (Energy Supply Concept 2050)
Realisation of new facilities for heat supply
according to Heat Supply Concept 2050
Upgrading the public lighting by using new forms of
technology, like OLED
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Energy Road Map
Organisation
Meeting of a control group for the realisation of the
planned measures of the Annual Energy Book
Examination of the Annual Energy Book and of the
action plans
Cooperation with energy-related associations like
AGIR, organisation of speaking engagements and
presentations
Energy competition in combination with bistrita
energy seal standard
Negotiations with companies about target
agreements relating to energy efficiency
Development of pilot projects for innovative energy
production and use in collaboration with various
promoters and funders
Review and update of Power Supply Concept 2050
Training and Information of administration
employees about economical and environmentally
friendly use of energy at the workplace and in their
area of responsibility
Communication
Information of the City Council and related actors
about the implementation of The Annual Energy
Book and the energy-related activities
Consultations with the County Bistrita-Nasaud about
ideas and development in the energy sector
Structural Measures
Planting programm for Energy plants
Distribution networks of district heating supply are to
be installed according to Heat Supply Concept 2050
Rearrangement of the cable networks for energy
supply according to the changing characteristics of
the energy supply (Energy Supply Concept 2050)
Upgrading the public lighting by using new forms of
technology, like OLED
Rehabilitation in energy efficiency of private homes
with at least 5,000 square meters facade
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Energy Road Map
Organisation
Meeting of a control group for the realisation of the
planned measures of the Annual Energy Book
Examination of the Annual Energy Book and of the
action plans
Cooperation with energy-related associations like
AGIR, organisation of speaking engagements and
presentations
Development of pilot projects for innovative energy
production and use in collaboration with various
promoters and funders
Inner City duty travels of the administration are
handled at least by 50% by public transport, bicycles
or on food from now on
Arrangement of target agreements with home
owners about the energy efficiency of houses with
timelines, per year for at least 5,000 square meters
of facade
Communication
Statistic for the primary energy consumption and
greenhouse gas emission, Report to the City
Council
Consultations with the County Bistrita-Nasaud about
ideas and development in the energy sector
Report on the development of the energy
consumption of the vehicle fleet and public transport
in the city
Structural Measures
Planting programm for Energy plants
Distribution networks of district heating supply are to
be installed according to Heat Supply Concept 2050
Rearrangement of the cable networks for energy
supply according to the changing characteristics of
the energy supply (Energy Supply Concept 2050)
Realisation of new facilities for energy supply
according to Energy Supply Concept 2050
Upgrading the public lighting by using new forms of
technology, like OLED
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Energy Road Map
Organisation
Meeting of a control group for the realisation of the
planned measures of the Annual Energy Book
Examination of the Annual Energy Book and of the
action plans
Cooperation with energy-related associations like
AGIR, organisation of speaking engagements and
presentations
Negotiations with companies about target
agreements relating to energy efficiency
Development of pilot projects for innovative energy
production and use in collaboration with various
promoters and funders
Training and Information of administration
employees about economical and environmentally
friendly use of energy at the workplace and in their
area of responsibility
Communication
Information of the City Council and related actors
about the implementation of The Annual Energy
Book and the energy-related activities
Consultations with the County Bistrita-Nasaud about
ideas and development in the energy sector
Structural Measures
Planting programm for Energy plants
Distribution networks of district heating supply are to
be installed according to Heat Supply Concept 2050
Rearrangement of the cable networks for energy
supply according to the changing characteristics of
the energy supply (Energy Supply Concept 2050)
Realisation of new facilities for heat supply
according to Heat Supply Concept 2050
Upgrading the public lighting by using new forms of
technology, like OLED
Rehabilitation in energy efficiency of private homes
with at least 5,000 square meters facade
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Energy Road Map
Organisation
Meeting of a control group for the realisation of the
planned measures of the Annual Energy Book
Examination of the Annual Energy Book and of the
action plans
Revision of the energy-related strategies and
policies in preparation of the five-year cycle of
update of The Annual Energy Book in the next year
Cooperation with energy-related associations like
AGIR, organisation of speaking engagements and
presentations
Development of pilot projects for innovative energy
production and use in collaboration with various
promoters and funders
Review and update of Heat Suply Concept 2050
Arrangement of target agreements with home
owners about the energy efficiency of houses with
timelines, per year for at least 5,000 square meters
of facade
Communication
Statistic for the primary energy consumption and
greenhouse gas emission, Report to the City
Council
Excange of ideas in the energy sector with the
Ministry of Energy in Romania
Consultations with the County Bistrita-Nasaud about
ideas and development in the energy sector
Report on the development of the energy
consumption of the vehicle fleet and public transport
in the city
Structural Measures
Planting programm for Energy plants
Distribution networks of district heating supply are to
be installed according to Heat Supply Concept 2050
Rearrangement of the cable networks for energy
supply according to the changing characteristics of
the energy supply (Energy Supply Concept 2050)
Upgrading the public lighting by using new forms of
technology, like bioluminiscence (see Glowing Plant
Project)
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Energy Road Map
Organisation
Meeting of a control group for the realisation of the
planned measures of the Annual Energy Book
Fifth revision of the Annual Energy Book
Examination of the Annual Energy Book and of the
action plans
Cooperation with energy-related associations like
AGIR, organisation of speaking engagements and
presentations
Development of pilot projects for innovative energy
production and use in collaboration with various
promoters and funders
Training and Information of administration
employees about economical and environmentally
friendly use of energy at the workplace and in their
area of responsibility
Communication
Information of the City Council and related actors
about the implementation of The Annual Energy
Book and the energy-related activities
Consultations with the County Bistrita-Nasaud about
ideas and development in the energy sector
Structural Measures
Planting programm for Energy plants
Distribution networks of district heating supply are to
be installed according to Heat Supply Concept 2050
Rearrangement of the cable networks for energy
supply according to the changing characteristics of
the energy supply (Energy Supply Concept 2050)
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Realisation of new facilities for energy supply
according to Energy Supply Concept 2050
Upgrading the public lighting by using new forms of
technology, like bioluminiscence (see Glowing Plant
Project)



Rehabilitation in energy efficiency of private homes
with at least 5,000 square meters facade
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Energy Road Map
Organisation
Meeting of a control group for the realisation of the
planned measures of the Annual Energy Book
Examination of the Annual Energy Book and of the
action plans
Cooperation with energy-related associations like
AGIR, organisation of speaking engagements and
presentations
Energy competition in combination with bistrita
energy seal standard
Development of pilot projects for innovative energy
production and use in collaboration with various
promoters and funders
Review and update of Power Supply Concept 2050
Communication
Statistic for the primary energy consumption and
greenhouse gas emission, Report to the City
Council
Consultations with the County Bistrita-Nasaud about
ideas and development in the energy sector
Report on the development of the energy
consumption of the vehicle fleet and public transport
in the city
Structural Measures
Planting programm for Energy plants
Rearrangement of the cable networks for energy
supply according to the changing characteristics of
the energy supply (Energy Supply Concept 2050)
Realisation of new facilities for heat supply
according to Heat Supply Concept 2050
Upgrading the public lighting by using new forms of
technology, like bioluminiscence (see Glowing Plant
Project)
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Energy Road Map
Organisation
Meeting of a control group for the realisation of the
planned measures of the Annual Energy Book
Examination of the Annual Energy Book and of the
action plans
Negotiations with companies about target
agreements relating to energy efficiency
Development of pilot projects for innovative energy
production and use in collaboration with various
promoters and funders
Training and Information of administration
employees about economical and environmentally
friendly use of energy at the workplace and in their
area of responsibility
Communication
Information of the City Council and related actors
about the implementation of The Annual Energy
Book and the energy-related activities
Consultations with the County Bistrita-Nasaud about
ideas and development in the energy sector
Structural Measures
Planting programm for Energy plants
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Rearrangement of the cable networks for energy
supply according to the changing characteristics of
the energy supply (Energy Supply Concept 2050)



Upgrading the public lighting by using new forms of
technology, like bioluminiscence (see Glowing Plant
Project)



Rehabilitation in energy efficiency of private homes
with at least 5,000 square meters facade
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Energy Road Map
Organisation
Meeting of a control group for the realisation of the
planned measures of the Annual Energy Book
Examination of the Annual Energy Book and of the
action plans
Cooperation with energy-related associations like
AGIR, organisation of speaking engagements and
presentations
Development of pilot projects for innovative energy
production and use in collaboration with various
promoters and funders
Communication
Statistic for the primary energy consumption and
greenhouse gas emission, Report to the City
Council
Consultations with the County Bistrita-Nasaud about
ideas and development in the energy sector
Report on the development of the energy
consumption of the vehicle fleet and public transport
in the city
Structural Measures
Planting programm for Energy plants
Rearrangement of the cable networks for energy
supply according to the changing characteristics of
the energy supply (Energy Supply Concept 2050)
Realisation of new facilities for energy supply
according to Energy Supply Concept 2050
Upgrading the public lighting by using new forms of
technology, like bioluminiscence (see Glowing Plant
Project)
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Energy Road Map
Organisation
Meeting of a control group for the realisation of the
planned measures of the Annual Energy Book
Examination of the Annual Energy Book and of the
action plans
Revision of the energy-related strategies and
policies in preparation of the five-year cycle of
update of The Annual Energy Book in the next year
Negotiations with companies about target
agreements relating to energy efficiency
Development of pilot projects for innovative energy
production and use in collaboration with various
promoters and funders
Review and update of Heat Suply Concept 2050
Training and Information of administration
employees about economical and environmentally
friendly use of energy at the workplace and in their
area of responsibility
Communication
Information of the City Council and related actors
about the implementation of The Annual Energy
Book and the energy-related activities
Excange of ideas in the energy sector with the
Ministry of Energy in Romania
Consultations with the County Bistrita-Nasaud about
ideas and development in the energy sector
Structural Measures
Planting programm for Energy plants
Realisation of new facilities for heat supply
according to Heat Supply Concept 2050
Rehabilitation in energy efficiency of private homes
with at least 5,000 square meters facade
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Energy Road Map
Organisation
Meeting of a control group for the realisation of the
planned measures of the Annual Energy Book
Sixth revision of the Annual Energy Book
Examination of the Annual Energy Book and of the
action plans
Cooperation with energy-related associations like
AGIR, organisation of speaking engagements and
presentations
Development of pilot projects for innovative energy
production and use in collaboration with various
promoters and funders
Arrangement of target agreements with home
owners about the energy efficiency of houses with
timelines, per year for at least 5,000 square meters
of facade
Communication
Statistic for the primary energy consumption and
greenhouse gas emission, Report to the City
Council
Consultations with the County Bistrita-Nasaud about
ideas and development in the energy sector
Report on the development of the energy
consumption of the vehicle fleet and public transport
in the city
Structural Measures
Planting programm for Energy plants
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Rearrangement of the cable networks for energy
supply according to the changing characteristics of
the energy supply (Energy Supply Concept 2050)



Upgrading the public lighting by using new forms of
technology, like bioluminiscence (see Glowing Plant
Project)



Energy Road Map
Organisation
Meeting of a control group for the realisation of the
planned measures of the Annual Energy Book
Examination of the Annual Energy Book and of the
action plans
Energy competition in combination with bistrita
energy seal standard
Negotiations with companies about target
agreements relating to energy efficiency
Development of pilot projects for innovative energy
production and use in collaboration with various
promoters and funders
Review and update of Power Supply Concept 2050
Training and Information of administration
employees about economical and environmentally
friendly use of energy in the workplace and in
theirarea of responsibility
Communication
Information of the City Council and related actors
about the implementation of The Annual Energy
Book and the energy-related activities
Consultations with the County Bistrita-Nasaud about
ideas and development in the energy sector
Structural Measures
Planting programm for Energy plants
Rearrangement of the cable networks for energy
supply according to the changing characteristics of
the energy supply (Energy Supply Concept 2050)
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Realisation of new facilities for energy supply
according to Energy Supply Concept 2050
Upgrading the public lighting by using new forms of
technology, like bioluminiscence (see Glowing Plant
Project)



Rehabilitation in energy efficiency of private homes
with at least 5,000 square meters facade
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Energy Road Map
Organisation
Meeting of a control group for the realisation of the
planned measures of the Annual Energy Book
Examination of the Annual Energy Book and of the
action plans
Cooperation with energy-related associations like
AGIR, organisation of speaking engagements and
presentations
Development of pilot projects for innovative energy
production and use in collaboration with various
promoters and funders
Arrangement of target agreements with home
owners about the energy efficiency of houses with
timelines, per year for at least 5,000 square meters
of facade
Communication
Statistic for the primary energy consumption and
greenhouse gas emission, Report to the City
Council
Consultations with the County Bistrita-Nasaud about
ideas and development in the energy sector
Report on the development of the energy
consumption of the vehicle fleet and public transport
in the city
Structural Measures
Planting programm for Energy plants
Rearrangement of the cable networks for energy
supply according to the changing characteristics of
the energy supply (Energy Supply Concept 2050)
Realisation of new facilities for heat supply
according to Heat Supply Concept 2050
Upgrading the public lighting by using new forms of
technology, like bioluminiscence (see Glowing Plant
Project)
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Energy Road Map
Organisation
Meeting of a control group for the realisation of the
planned measures of the Annual Energy Book
Works on a new energy strategy for the next 10
years
Examination of the Annual Energy Book and of the
action plans
Negotiations with companies about target
agreements relating to energy efficiency
Development of pilot projects for innovative energy
production and use in collaboration with various
promoters and funders
Training and Information of administration
employees about economical and environmentally
friendly use of energy at the workplace and in their
area of responsibility
Communication
Information of the City Council and related actors
about the implementation of The Annual Energy
Book and the energy-related activities
Consultations with the County Bistrita-Nasaud about
ideas and development in the energy sector
Structural Measures
Planting programm for Energy plants
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Rearrangement of the cable networks for energy
supply according to the changing characteristics of
the energy supply (Energy Supply Concept 2050)



Upgrading the public lighting by using new forms of
technology, like bioluminiscence (see Glowing Plant
Project)



Rehabilitation in energy efficiency of private homes
with at least 5,000 square meters facade
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Energy Road Map
Organisation
Meeting of a control group for the realisation of the
planned measures of the Annual Energy Book
Works on a new energy strategy for the next 10
years
Examination of the Annual Energy Book and of the
action plans
Revision of the energy-related strategies and
policies in preparation of the five-year cycle of
update of The Annual Energy Book in the next year
Cooperation with energy-related associations like
AGIR, organisation of speaking engagements and
presentations
Development of pilot projects for innovative energy
production and use in collaboration with various
promoters and funders
Review and update of Heat Suply Concept 2050
Arrangement of target agreements with home
owners about the energy efficiency of houses with
timelines, per year for at least 5,000 square meters
of facade
Communication
Statistic for the primary energy consumption and
greenhouse gas emission, Report to the City
Council
Excange of ideas in the energy sector with the
Ministry of Energy in Romania
Consultations with the County Bistrita-Nasaud about
ideas and development in the energy sector
Report on the development of the energy
consumption of the vehicle fleet and public transport
in the city
Structural Measures
Planting programm for Energy plants
Rearrangement of the cable networks for energy
supply according to the changing characteristics of
the energy supply (Energy Supply Concept 2050)
Realisation of new facilities for energy supply
according to Energy Supply Concept 2050
Upgrading the public lighting by using new forms of
technology, like bioluminiscence (see Glowing Plant
Project)
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Energy Road Map
Organisation
Meeting of a control group for the realisation of the
planned measures of the Annual Energy Book
Final survey of the Annual Energy Book
Adoption on a new energy strategy for the next 10
years
Development of pilot projects for innovative energy
production and use in collaboration with various
promoters and funders
Training and Information of administration
employees about economical and environmentally
friendly use of energy at the workplace and in their
area of responsibility
Communication
Report to the City Council about the success of the
process
Discussion with the citizens about further action
Structural Measures
Planting programm for Energy plants
Realisation of new facilities for heat supply
according to Heat Supply Concept 2050
Upgrading the public lighting by using new forms of
technology, like bioluminiscence (see Glowing Plant
Project)
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